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Executive Summary
Section 2 describes the basic framework on which the PREVISION semantic reasoning components build
on. The core part of the system is made up of an ontology comprising knowledge relevant for investigating
criminal cases. It spans from simple facts on everyday life to crime domain specific knowledge. Section 2.1
gives an insight in technical aspects as well as abstract concepts of ontology modelling. PREVISION specific
aspects of the ontology are postponed to section 4.2.
Facts contained in the ontology can be queried using SPARQL, and further facts can be derived via logical
inference. The basics of logical reasoning modules in PREVISION are explained in section 2.2. An emphasis
is put on probabilistic reasoning deploying Markov Logic Networks in section 2.2.2.
Some of the facts stored in the ontology originate from text files. As a basis for the analysis of textual
content, PREVISION is endowed with a jargon detection tool. It is based on word embeddings and
described in section 2.3.
In practise, available data happens to be incomplete. Therefore, tools are needed, which reconstruct
missing data within one data source from context information or by making use of information gained
from other data sources. System components with this purpose are described in section 3.
Section 3.2 introduces a system component, which is able to add missing connections between people in
social networks by detecting similarities in the content of messages they send or receive.
Section 3.3 deals with the fusion of incomplete data collected from various data sources.
Section 3.4 provides a system component supporting the detection of illicit traffic of cultural artefacts by
associating visual and textual information from various heterogeneous databases to render a coherent
picture of any case in question.
Section 3.5 approaches the completion of missing data by visualizing gaps of information as well as
connections between data values in general, while putting an emphasis on missing data in the domain of
cyber defence.
Section 4 aims at the logical combination of the functionality and result values provided by the collectivity
of PREVISION system components to infer crime relevant information emerging from a combination of
facts originating from various data sources.
To this end, section 4.1 constitutes a first step towards monitoring and standardizing the information flux
between individual system components towards the PREVISION ontology, whose crime specific concepts
are described in section 4.2. A possible technical implementation of one of the PREVISION use cases is
illustrated in section 4.3.
Sections 4.4 and 4.5 describe various techniques for data preprocessing and classification, putting an
emphasis on decision trees and random forests.
Predictive policing is the subject of section 5.
H2020-SU-FCT03-2018-833115 PREVISION Project
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After an introduction of the topic in section 5.1, section 5.2 explains the methodology of recognizing
trends in natural language.
Regression trees and gradient boosted regression algorithms are studied in section 5.3.
The final part of section 5, section 5.4, provides a method for estimating the relevance of automatically
generated alarm signals.
Section 6 introduces system modules, which analyse behavioural changes and detect anomalies in data
sets.
Section 6.1.1 suggests two methods for detecting aggressive content in textual communication using
random forests and linear regression as well as CNN and LSTM deep learning techniques.
Section 6.1.2 visually analyses the sentiment of textual sources as well as the frequency of contained
topics and the connections between them.
Section 6.2 deals with anomaly detection by classification of image and video data.
Section 6.3 documents the design and functionality of two system modules for outlier detection in
financial and telecommunication data based on clustering techniques.
Section 6.4 introduces methods for making deep neural networks robust against adversarial attacks.
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1 Introduction
Motivation
Figure 1, which has been taken from the Grant Agreement, depicts the overall functionality of platform
PREVISION. Speaking in terms of this diagram, work package 3, which deliverable 3.1 makes up the first
part of, consists in the design of the “Cognitive Services Layer” drawn in green.

Figure 1. PREVISION Platform Architecture as shown in the Grant Agreement.

Intended Audience
This deliverable describes the functionality and current state of the PREVISION semantic reasoning
components. In this respect, it is valuable for technical partners as well as for LEA partners of the project.
The technical partners developing the stream processing tools in work package 2, which corresponds to
the red layer in Figure 1, will have an interest in providing interfaces of their components or return values
of their algorithms, which are amenable to the semantic reasoning components developed in this work
package. On the other hand, partners involved in work package 4, which corresponds to the blue layer in
Figure 1, are acquainted by this document with the asset of machine learning and machine based logical
inference modules at their disposal for building situation specific applications.
LEA officers in turn get a glimpse on how psychological as well as predictive policing models developed in
work package 1 are technically implemented here, which might further improve communication and
collaboration between technical and non-technical project partners. Moreover, LEAs might be interested
in the state of the art in semantic reasoning, which can be of advantage in the refinement of use case
specifications and end user needs elaborated in work package 1.
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Relation to Other Deliverables
The deliverable at hand is based on the technical specification given in deliverable 5.1 “Initial PREVISION
Architecture” which aims at meeting the end user needs compiled in deliverable 1.1 “End User Needs and
Use Cases (Initial Release)”. Further technical details relevant for work package 3 are drawn from
deliverable 2.1 “Heterogeneous Data Streams Processing Tools (Initial Release)”. Finally, the tools
developed here can build on the predictive models elaborated in deliverable 1.2 “Predictive Policing –
Psycho-sociological Models”.
The present document is the first of a total of two deliverables of work package 3. It will be refined in
deliverable 3.2 “Machine Learning and Automation for Crime Prevention and Investigation (Refined
Release)”.

Technical Requirements
Deliverable 5.1 compiles 23 technical requirements raising from the user requirements defined in
deliverable 1.1. Among these, we subsequently quote the ones that the PREVISION cognitive reasoning
system modules mainly need to conform to.
TR4.
TR9.
TR15.
TR17.
TR18.
TR19.
TR20.

TR21.
TR22.

User profiles and access levels should be applicable to both system modules and use cases as well
as data.
Data anonymization/pseudonymization techniques should be utilized, contributing to the data
privacy principles followed in the project.
The multimedia analysis should support content matching among different files.
An authorised human operator has to approve/modify the recommendations performed by
PREVISION before their transmission to another module within the system.
PREVISION should facilitate the utilization of multiple data sources for processing and information
extraction.
The system shall provide an efficient search interface for content discovery.
The system’s user interface shall facilitate the operators to perform the criminal investigations of
the PREVISION use cases. The user interface shall enable the users to perform the data collection,
analysis and information discovery activities in the context of criminal investigations.
The user interface shall offer an intelligent and customizable notification mechanism to alert
users.
The analytics modules shall be able to handle streaming data.

These requirements might, among others, serve as a guideline for all contributions to work package 3
being affected by them.

Deliverable Structure
For every positive integer n smaller than 6, section n+1 of the deliverable at hand contains the results of
Task 3.n defined in the PREVISION Grant Agreement. Finally, section 7 provides a short summary and
further conclusions.
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2 Semantic Information Processing
Semantic technologies provide a computable framework for systems to deal with knowledge in a
formalized manner. In the paradigm of semantic technologies, the metadata that represent data objects
are expressed in a manner in which their deeper meaning and interrelations with other concepts are made
explicit, by means of an ontology and the models generated by the machine learning algorithms.
This approach provides the underlying computing systems with the capability not only to extract the
values associated with the data but also to relate pieces of data one to another, based on the details of
their inner relationships. Thus, using reasoning processes new information will be extracted. The semantic
information model that is based on the PREVISION ontology, allows, therefore, navigation through the
data and discovery of correlations not initially foreseen, thus broadening the spectrum of knowledge
capabilities for the LEAs. The semantic tools developed within this task are:
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge modeling toolkit for the semantic representation of the PREVISION ontology
Probabilistic reasoning based on Markov Logic Networks
Logical reasoning
Jargon detection
……

Ontology Modelling
2.1.1 Ontology Engineering
An ontology consists of concepts, hierarchical (is-a) organization of them, relations among them (in
addition to is-a and part-of), axioms to formalize the definitions and relations. Ontologies are typically
specified using languages that allow some abstraction and expression of semantics, such as First-order
logic languages. The Web Ontology Language Description Language (OWL-DL for short) is the best-known
representative of an ontology language. OWL is a language for making ontological statements, developed
as a follow-on from RDF and RDFS, as well as earlier ontology language projects including OIL, DAML and
DAML+OIL. OWL is intended to be used over the World Wide Web, and all its elements (classes, properties
and individuals) are defined as RDF resources, and identified by URIs.
Common components of ontologies include (cf. [1]):

•

Individuals

Instances or objects (the basic or "ground level" objects).
•

Classes

Sets, collections, concepts, types of objects, or kinds of things.
•

Attributes

Aspects, properties, features, characteristics, or parameters that objects (and classes) can
have.
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•

Relations

Ways in which classes and individuals can be related to one another.
•

Restrictions

Formally stated descriptions of what must be true in order for some assertion to be
accepted as input.
•

Rules

Statements in the form of an if-then (antecedent-consequent) sentence that describe the
logical inferences that can be drawn from an assertion in a particular form.
•

Axioms

Assertions (including rules) in a logical form that together comprise the overall theory
that the ontology describes in its domain of application.
In ontology engineering, you have to deal with questions such as the following meta questions:
•

Intrinsic property
The intrinsic property of a thing is a property, which is essential to the thing, and it loses its identity
when the property changes.

•

The ontological definition of a class
A thing which is a conceptualization of a set X can be a class if and only if each element x of X
belongs to the class X if and only if the “intrinsic property” of x satisfies the condition of X.

•

is-a relation
This definition holds only between classes. <Class A is-a class B> holds if and only if the instance
set of A is a subset of the instance set of B. The skeleton of ontology is an is-a hierarchy. Its
appropriateness is critical in the success of ontology building.

•

<physical object is-a amount of matter>
It is true that any physical object is made from matter. However, identity criteria of these are
different. Matter of some amount is still the same matter after it is divided into half, while most
physical objects lose their identity by such division. Therefore, a physical object cannot be a
subclass of amount of matter, since it contradicts with the principle of identity criterion
preservation in an is-a hierarchy.

•

<association is-a group (of persons)>
The reason is the same as the above. An association can still be the same after some members
are changed, while a group is not, since the identity of a group (of persons) is totally based on its
members.

•

<human is-a physical object> and <human is-a living thing>
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This is an example of multiple inheritances, which causes a trouble when considering instance
extinction. A human loses his/her existence and hence he/she cannot be an instance of human
when he/she dies, while his/her body still exists as a physical object. The system needs a special
managing function of extinction of an instance for such a case together with a mechanism for
representing necessary information on identity inheritance. To avoid such a difficulty, ontology is
required to have a class human body under the physical object separately from human, which has
human body as its part, under living thing.

2.1.2 Ontology Editor
The PREVISION Ontology is developed using the open source product Protégé (cf. [2]), a very common
ontology editor, which was developed by the University of Stanford. Protégé is a free, open source
ontology editor and a knowledge management system. The tool provides a graphic user interface to define
ontologies. It also includes deductive classifiers to validate that models are consistent and to infer new
information based on the analysis of an ontology. Protégé is a framework for which various other projects
suggest plugins.
Some of the main features in Protégé Desktop, versions 4, 5 and higher are (cf. [3]):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Modularization
Intelligent use of local/global repositories to handle import dependencies
Loading of multiple ontologies into a single workspace
Switching between ontologies dynamically
UI hints for showing in which ontology statements are made
Refactoring: merging ontologies and removal of redundant imports
Refactoring: moving axioms between ontologies
Refactoring Tools
Renaming (including multiple entities)
Handling disjoints/different
Quick defined class creation
Various transforms on restrictions (including covering)
Conversion of IDs to labels
Moving axioms between ontologies
Reasoning Support
Inferred axioms show up in most standard views
DL Query tab for testing arbitrary class expressions
Direct interface to FaCT++ reasoner
Direct interface to Pellet reasoner
Reasoners are plug-ins

A built-in plugin of Protégé named DL Query (Description Logic) enables e.g. to request relationships
between classes or between instances. The following figure shows an example of a query. This query
returns the name of the brother of a person named Karl. In this example, Karl and Dieter are instances of
the concept Person. isBrotherOf is an object property with the domain Person and with the range Person.
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Figure 2. Example of a query in Protégé.

Model visualisation is enabled in Protégé by several plugins, e.g., OntoGraf [4], OWLViz [5], OntoViz [6],
or ProtégéVOWL [7]. Figure 3 shows an example of the visualisation of a small subtree of the PREVISON
taxonomy with OntoGraf. OntoGraf gives support for interactively navigating the relationships of OWL
ontologies. Different relationships are supported: subclass, individual, domain/range object properties,
and equivalence. The example illustrates that the classes "Running", "Cycling" and "Swimming" are
subclasses of the class "Movement".

Figure 3. Example of a visualisation with OntoGraf.
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Rule-based Reasoning Tools
2.2.1

General Aspects

2.2.1.1 Reasoning
Reasoning is a procedure that allows the addition of rich semantics to data, facilitating the system to
automatically gather and process new information deeper level. Specifically, by logical reasoning
PREVISION is able to uncover derived facts that are not expressed in the knowledge base explicitly, as well
as discover new knowledge of relations between different objects and items of data.
A reasoner is a piece of software that is capable of inferring logical consequences from stated facts in
accordance with the ontology’s axioms, and of determining whether those axioms are complete and
consistent. Reasoning is part of the PREVISION system and it is able to infer new knowledge from existing
facts available in the PREVISION knowledge base. In this way, the inputs of the reasoning system are data
collected from all the entities of the PREVISION environment, while the output from the reasoner will
assist crime analysis and investigation capabilities. Two types of reasoning are addressed in PREVISION:
logical reasoning and probabilistic reasoning. They are described in the following sections.
2.2.1.2 Rules
In order for a reasoner to infer new axioms from the ontology’s asserted axioms a set of rules should be
provided to the reasoner.
Rules are of the form of an implication between an antecedent (body) and a consequent (head). The
intended meaning can be read as: whenever the conditions specified in the antecedent hold, then the
conditions specified in the consequent must also hold, i.e.:
𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 ⇒ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡
The antecedent is the precondition that has to be fulfilled, so that the rule will be applied, while the
consequent is the result of the rule that will be true in this case.
Both the antecedent and consequent consist of zero or more atoms or predicates. The antecedent is a
single predicate or a conjunction of predicates, separated the character ^.
An atom or predicate is of the form C(x), P(x,y) where C is an OWL class description (concept) or data
range, P is an OWL property or relation, x and y are either variables, instances or literals, as appropriate.
An empty antecedent is treated as trivially true (i.e. satisfied by every interpretation), so the consequent
must also be satisfied by every interpretation; an empty consequent is treated as trivially false (i.e., not
satisfied by any interpretation), so the antecedent must also not be satisfied by any interpretation.
Multiple atoms are treated as a conjunction. Note that rules with conjunctive consequents could easily be
transformed (via the Lloyd-Topor transformations [8]) into multiple rules each with an atomic consequent.
An example of an antecedent is “isChildOf(s1, p) ∧ isChildOf(s2, p)” A Conjunction of terms means that
the two terms (called literals) are connected with a logical “AND”, this means that the antecedent is
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fulfilled if both predicates are true. The logical AND is represented by the comma character (“,”) or the
character “^”.
The consequent is usually a single predicate or a disjunction of predicates. In this example the consequent
could be “isSiblingOf(s1, s2)”. Therefore, the rule which expresses that children of the same Parent are
siblings is written as:
isChildOf(s1, p) ∧ isChildOf(s2, p) ⇒ isSiblingOf(s1, s2)
If the evidence in the ontology (the CRM) is
isChildOf(Benny, Jacob) and isChildOf(Joseph, Jacob)
Then the result of applying the rule will be “isSiblingOf(Benny, Joseph)”.
Some of the rules are predefined by the PREVISION ontology definition. Following rules will be generated
automatically:
•
•
•

Taxonomy related rules on classes: If the concept “Car” is subclass of the concept “Vehicle”, the
rule “Car(x) => Vehicle(x)” is generated.
Taxonomy related rules on properties: If the property “isSonOf” is a sub-property of “isChildOf”,
then the rule “isSonOf(s,p) => isChildOf(s,p)” is generated
Domain and Range related rules: Relations often have a single concept class for the domain or the
range defined. The domain defines the concept that the relation arrow starts from, the range
defines the concept that the arrow points to. For example, the relation “involvesPerson” has the
domain “Event” and the range “Person”. Therefore, it connects an event with a person that is
involved in this event. From the definition of the relation “involvesPerson”, two rules result:
involvesPerson(e,p) => Event(e)
involvesPerson(e,p) => Person(p)

2.2.2 Probabilistic Reasoning Based on Markov Logic Networks
This module provides a semantic reasoning technique, which aims at the enrichment of existing
information, as well as the discovery of new knowledge and relations between different objects and items
of data. The technique employed is the so-called Markov Logic Networks (MLN), which allow probabilistic
reasoning by combining a probabilistic graphical model with first-order logic.
2.2.2.1 Markov Logic Networks
Markov Logic Networks (MLNs) were introduced in 2006 by M. Richardson and P. Domingos, see [9]. Since
then they have been an active area of research and were widely applied in different scenarios, e.g.
ontology matching, statistical learning and probabilistic inference, as you may see in [10].
In the following paragraph, the basic theory of MLNs is presented, along with a simple example, which
illustrates their utilization as a reasoning tool. Finally, a framework which implements the theoretical
concepts is defined.
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An MLN is a first-order knowledge base, i.e. a set of formulas {𝐹𝑖 ∣ 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} stated in first-order logic, where
every formula is equipped with a corresponding weight 𝜔𝑖 ∈ ℝ. These formulas serve as the basis of a
procedure yielding a Markov network, which then can be used to assign probabilities to possible states of
instances of the underlying ontology.
We briefly recall some definitions from first-order logic and furthermore give the definition of a Markov
network. In first-order logic, constants are objects over some domain (e.g. Alice, Bob…), variables are
wildcards for constants, and predicates are {0,1}-valued mappings that represent properties of constants
(e.g. Smokes(Alice), Friends(Alice,Bob)…). A formula consists of predicates applied to constants or
variables, logical connections (¬,∧,∨, ⇒), and quantifiers over variables (∀, ∃). Two remarks are in order.
Firstly, without loss of generality the formulas in the knowledge base are assumed to only use ¬,∧,∨.
Secondly, MLNs always assume a finite domain. Strictly speaking, MLNs therefore only use a strict subset
of the first-order logic.
A Markov network, also known as Markov Graph or Markov Random Field, models the distribution of a
random vector:
𝑋 = (𝑋1 , … , 𝑋𝑛 ),
i.e. the joint distribution 𝑃(𝑋) of the random variables 𝑋1 , … , 𝑋𝑛 , by means of a graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) and a
set of potential functions 𝜙𝑘 . The vertices are given by the random variables, i.e. 𝑉 = {𝑋1 , … , 𝑋𝑛 }, and
the edges decode the dependence structure of the random variables and generally need to be defined as
input parameters of the model. Every potential function 𝜙𝑐 corresponds to a clique1 c of the graph G, i.e.
a complete subgraph of 𝐺, and is a real-valued, non-negative function depending on the state of the
corresponding clique. Then the joint probability distribution of 𝑋 is given by
1

𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥) = 𝑍 ∏ 𝑐∈𝐾 𝜙𝑐 (𝑥),
where 𝐾 denotes the given set of cliques and the constant 𝑍 = ∑𝑥 ∏𝑐 𝜙𝑐 (𝑥) is a normalization constant
to ensure that the left side of the equation is indeed a distribution, i.e. it sums up to 1. Often Markov
networks are represented as so-called log-linear models, meaning that the potential functions are chosen
as exponentials of weighted features of the state 𝑥, implying
1

𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥) = 𝑍 ∏𝑐∈𝐾 exp (𝜔𝑐 𝑓𝑐 (𝑥)),
where 𝜔𝑐 ∈ ℝ denotes the weight and 𝑓𝑐 (𝑥) ∈ {0,1} a binary feature of 𝑥.
We now give the formal definition of a Markov Logic Network. A MLN L consists of a set of pairs (𝐹𝑖 , 𝜔𝑖 ),
where 𝐹𝑖 is a formula in first-order logic and 𝜔𝑖 ∈ ℝ a corresponding weight, a finite set of constants
𝐶 = {𝑐1 , … , 𝑐|𝐶| }, and a log-linear Markov network 𝑀𝐿,𝐶 defined as follows:

In graph theory, a clique 𝑐 = (𝑉 ′ , 𝐸 ′ ) of a graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) is defined as a subgraph, i.e. 𝑉′ ⊂ 𝑉 and 𝐸 ⊂ 𝐸′, such
that every two vertices in the subgraph are adjacent (connected via an edge).
1
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1. The random variables (𝑋𝑗 ) described by 𝑀𝐿,𝐶 are {0,1}-valued and are in a one-to-one
correspondence to all possible groundings of all predicates appearing in 𝐿. We interpret 𝑋𝑗 = 1
as the corresponding grounded predicate is true, and 𝑋𝑗 = 0 analogously.
2. 𝑀𝐿,𝐶 contains one feature 𝑓𝑘 for each possible grounding of each formula 𝐹𝑖 in 𝐿. Moreover,
𝑓𝑘 (𝑥) ≔ 1 if the formula is true in the state 𝑥, and 0 otherwise. The weight of the feature 𝑓𝑘 is
given by 𝜔𝑖 .
Recall that the grounding of the predicate 𝐹𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑑(⋅,⋅) in the constants {𝑐1 , 𝑐2 } is given by the list
{𝐹𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝑐1 , 𝑐1 ), 𝐹𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝑐1 , 𝑐2 ), 𝐹𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝑐2 , 𝑐1 ), 𝐹𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝑐2 , 𝑐2 )}. From the definition, we infer the
following joint distribution of 𝑋
1

𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥) = 𝑍 exp (∑𝑖 𝜔𝑖 𝑛𝑖 (𝑥)),
where 𝑛𝑖 (𝑥) denotes the number of true groundings of 𝐹𝑖 in 𝑥. Moreover, the definition implies the
following graph structure 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) of the Markov network 𝑀𝐿,𝐶 , where the vertex set 𝑉 is given by the
set of all possible groundings of all predicates in 𝐿 and two vertices 𝑣1 , 𝑣2 are connected by the edge
(𝑣1 , 𝑣2 ) ∈ 𝐸 if there exists a grounding of a formula 𝑓𝑖 in which both corresponding groundings of 𝑣1 and
𝑣2 appear.
As an example, we consider the rules which lead to the Markov network depicted in the next figure.
Table 1. Sm, Ca and Fr abbreviate the predicates Smokes, Cancer and Friends, respectively. Source: [6]

first-order logic

clausal form

weight

∀𝑥 𝑆𝑚(𝑥) ⇒ 𝐶𝑎(𝑥)

¬𝑆𝑚(𝑥) ∨ 𝐶𝑎(𝑥)

0.5

∀𝑥, 𝑦 𝐹𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦) ⇒ (𝑆𝑚(𝑥) ⇔ 𝑆𝑚(𝑦))

¬𝐹𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦) ∨ 𝑆𝑚(𝑥) ∨ ¬𝑆𝑚(𝑦),

0.4

¬𝐹𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦) ∨ ¬𝑆𝑚(𝑥) ∨ 𝑆𝑚(𝑦)
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Figure 4: Markov network corresponding to the rules initialized with constants {𝑨, 𝑩}. Source: [9].

In the aforementioned example we can infer, for instance, the probability that 𝐴 and 𝐵 are friends, if we
know their smoking habits, or the probability that 𝐴 has cancer given its friends and their smoking habits.
However, in full generality, inference will not be feasible in all but very small domains, since MLN inference
needs probabilistic inference, which is #P-complete, as well as logical inference, which is NP-complete.
Therefore, software frameworks implementing MLN inference need to apply approximation methods for
this task, see [11].
The determination of the weights can either be seen as an engineering task, where the omniscient
designer of the system chooses the right weights, or they can be learned from data using procedures as
pseudo-likelihood, see [9] for further details. If one needs to choose the weights instead of learning them,
the authors of [9] point out that it is a good approach to use the probabilities, with which the rules should
hold, as empirical frequencies and learn the weights by using the learning algorithm. The method of choice
for the PREVISION platform will depend on the available amount of data. If there are enough data for a
robust estimation, we will use the learning algorithms or, otherwise, settle for the engineering method.
Grounding MLNs with complex formulas and large sets of data is a very challenging task, since the number
of possible groundings may explode. Many MLN implementations have a major drawback on the poor
scalability resulting from an exploding number of groundings of a first-order formula that are true given a
truth assignment to all of its ground atoms.
If you want to use the following simple first-order formula
∀x∀y∀z∀u: R(x, y) ∨ S(y, z) ∨ T(z, u)
and assume that each logical variable has 100 objects (constants) in its domain, then grounding this
formula results in 100 million ground formulas. Hence, performing any kind of inference on such a large
Markov network is an extremely challenging task [12].
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The state-of-the-art MLN inference engine called Tuffy claims to achieve a better scalability compared to
the current MLN implementations scale beyond relatively small data sets (and even on many of these data
sets, existing implementations routinely take hours to run). One of the reasons is that these are inmemory implementations: when manipulating large intermediate data structures that overflow main
memory, they either crash or thrash badly. Tuffy leverages an RDBMS to address the above scalability and
performance problems (see [11]).
In [13] the Tuffy MLN implementation has been integrated into an information fusion component for
fusing information acquired by a distributed surveillance system with prior information contained in
intelligence databases. The information given in the form of an OWL ontology, such as a taxonomy of
defined concepts and relations, was proven to be easily convertible into FOL formulas and integrable into
an MLN model. In a first step, OWL modeling constructs, such as concepts and object properties
(relations), have to be converted into unary and binary FOL predicates, respectively, and taxonomy
relationships to be reformulated in terms of rules. This has been performed with the help of an existing
transformation tool called Incerto [14]. In the final step, the transformed model has to be converted into
an input form suitable for the Tuffy MLN reasoner, e.g., by creating separate input files for probabilistic
evidences and weighted formulas as well as representing the formulas in a conjunctive normal form.
2.2.2.2 External Interface
The Reasoning module makes use Tuffy, an open-source implementation of MLN reasoning, receiving
input as text files in First-Order-Logic. An adapter has been developed to integrate the MLN reasoner into
the PREVISION framework. The module depends on the CRM stored in the PREVISION Big Data Framework
for input and output. It needs following parameters as input (all URLs target to the SPARQL Rest interface
of the FUSEKI datastore):
•
•
•
•

OntologyURL: the Ontology File and the URL of the FUSEKI datastore containing the ontology
InstanceURL: the URL of the FUSEKI datastore containing the instances that reflect the evidence
collected so far. This is also the URL that the result will be written to.
RulesURL: the rules file or an URL to the FUSEKI datastore containing an instance of the concept
RulesFile
QueryURL: the query file or an URL to the FUSEKI datastore containing an instance of the concept
QueryFile

2.2.2.3 Internal Interface Design
The internal interface is given by the command-line arguments and the syntax of the input files and the
output file of the MLN reasoning tool Tuffy. The command-line arguments are defined in [15]. The syntax
of the input and output files is described in [16].
2.2.2.3.1 Rules File
The rules file (see section 2.2.1 for general aspects of rules) contains the rules that will generate the new
knowledge. A rule must be given in first-order-logic (FOL) form, comprising an antecedent and a
consequent as described before. In addition, it is noted that a comma “,” is used instead of the “^”
character for the conjunctions in the antecedent.
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Note that the syntax required for Tuffy has the following requirements that need to be fulfilled: (a)
variables are written with a first lower-case letter, followed by letters or numbers; (b) all rules are
preceded by a number defining the weight of the rule. The higher the weight is, the higher is the influence
on the reasoning of the MLN. Raising the weight of a rule will generally increase the confidence value of
the evidences that the rule creates. At the same time, it might decrease evidences generated by other
rules, especially if the rule conflicts with another rule.
Besides literals, an MLN rule may also have conditions, which are Boolean expressions using NOT, AND,
and OR to connect atomic Boolean expressions. An atomic Boolean expression can be an arithmetic
comparison (e.g., s1 > s2 + 4) or a Boolean function (e.g., contains(name, "Jake")). A list of Boolean and
arithmetic functions is given in Table 2. Besides arithmetic functions, there is a bunch of string functions
available, see Table 3. Furthermore, the functions can be nested, e.g., endsWith(lower(trim(name)), "jr.").
Each variable used inside a Boolean expression must be mentioned in the rule inside a non-Boolean
expression. A condition can appear as the last component in either the antecedent (if any) or the
consequent, and must be enclosed with a pair of brackets. If a condition is an arithmetic comparison,
however, it can appear naked (i.e., without the brackets) after all literals and before the bracketed
condition (if any) in either the antecedent (if any) or the consequent. [16].
The usage of a Boolean operator shall be demonstrated for a rule that shall create “isNeighbourOf”Relation by using the residential information about persons. In a first approach, one would suggest the
following rule:
▪

Person(a1), Place(p), hasResidenceLocation(a1, p), Person(a2), hasResidenceLocation(a2, p) =>
isNeighbourOf(a1,a2)

But the application of this rule shows, that it creates an unwanted reflexive result: Each person is his/her
own neighbour. To prevent this result, an additional condition has to be included into the antecedent to
define that a1 and a2 are different instances:
▪

Person(a1), Place(p), hasResidenceLocation(a1,p), Person(a2), hasResidenceLocation(a2,p), [a1
<> a2] => isNeighbourOf(a1,a2)
Table 2. Arithmetic and boolean functions (Doan, Niu, Ré, Shavlik, & Zhang, 2011)

Function/Operator

Description

Example

Result

+,-,*,/,%
!
<<,>>
&,
^
=, <> or !=, <, >, >=,<=
~
sign(x)
abs(x)
exp(x)

Basic math
Factorial
Bitwise shift
Bitweise AND/OR
Bitwise XOR
Numeric comparisons
Bitweise NOT
Sign of the argument (-1, 0, +1)
Absolute Value
Exponential

3.2 + 4 * 2
4!
1 << 6
(1 <<5) | ( 1 << 6)
5 ^17
1+1 = 2
~1
sign(-2.3)
abs(-2,3)
exp(1)

11.2
24
64
96
20
True
-2
-1
2.3
2,71828
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ceil(x)
floor(x)
trunc
round(x)
ln(x)
lg(x)
cos(x), sin(x), tan(x)
sqrt(x)
log(x,y)
pow(x,y)

Ceiling
Floor
Truncate towards zero
Round to nearest integer
Natural logarithm
Base-10 logarithm
Trigonometric functions (radian)
Square root
logx y
xy

ceil(1,7)
floor(1.7)
trunc(43.2)
round(1.7)
ln(2)
lg(1000)
sin(2)
sqrt(100)
log(2, 8)
pow(2,8)

2
1
42
2
0.693147
3
0.9093
10
3
256

Table 3. String functions (Doan, Niu, Ré, Shavlik, & Zhang, 2011)
Function

Description

Example

Result

len(s)
lower(s)
upper(s)
initcap(s)
trim(s)
md5(s)
concat(s, t)
strpos(s, pat)
repeat(s)
substr(s, I, len)
replace(s, f, t)
regex_replace(s, r, t)
split_part(s, d, k)
contains(s, t)
startsWith(s, t)
endsWith(s,t)

String length
Convert to lower case
Convert to upper case
Capitalize initials
Remove surrounding spaces
Md5 hash
String concatenation
Offset of pat in s
Repeat string s for k times
Substring o s, s[i:i+len]
Replace f in s with t
Replace regex r in s with t
Split a on d; get k-th part
s contains d?
s starts with t?
s ends with t?

len(“badass”)
lower(“BadAss”)
upper(“BadAss”)
Initcap(“bad ass”)
trim(“ Bas Ass “)
md5(“bad ass”)
concat(“bad”, “ass”)
strpos(“badass”, “da”)
repeat(“bd”, 3)
substr(“badass”, 2, 3)
replace(“badass”, “ad”, “”)
regex_replace(“badass”, “.a”, “”)
split_part(“badass”, “a”, 2)
contains(“bad”, “ass”)
startsWith(“badass”, “ass”)
endsWith(“badass”, “ass”)

6
“badass”
“BADASS”
“Bad Ass”
“Bad Ass”
“f3cc…”
“badass”
3
“bdbdbd”
“ada”
“bass”
“ss”
“d”
false
false
true

2.2.2.3.2 Evidence File
The Evidence File contains the facts that are represented in the Common Representational Model – the
truth that the reasoning rules are applied on. The evidence file is generated from a dataset of the Common
Representational Model by converting the triples into the First-Order-Logic-Form. All contained evidences
/triples are assigned the same weight 1. It is assumed that the triples contained in the data store are in
line with the ontology that is used. Future version might assign different values according to the reliability
classification of the source that the information depends on.
2.2.2.3.3 Query File
The Query File contains the set of query atoms in first order logic. The query atoms define for which new
relations or concepts the reasoner is looking for. They are linked with the rules of the Rules File: A query
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can only be resolved if there is a rule matching the evidence and the rule containing the atom of the query.
Examples for query atoms: AppartmentBuilding(x), isNeighbourOf(x,y)
2.2.2.4 Workflow
The MLN-reasoning tool Tuffy requires all the input files in First-Order-Logic format. The format is
described in [16]. For this reason, a conversion software has been developed, that reads the ontology
definition, the rules and the instances of the CRM and converts them to FOL. Then the reasoning tool Tuffy
is invoked. Tuffy stores the result in FOL-formatted file. The FOL-to-Triple conversion software converts it
to the RDF Triple Store format, and adds additional information for supporting explainability and courtproof evidence (CPE).

Figure 5. Workflow of the MLN reasoning.

2.2.2.5 Court-proof Evidence and Explainability
As a result of the reasoning, new relations (“Object properties”) linking existing instances, are created in
the CRM. The reasoning supplies a confidence value for these new relations that must be reflected in the
CRM, as well as the fact that the relation is created by a reasoning process. However, the Ontology’s data
model based on Triples cannot attach any additional information linked to the Object Property itself,
neither as data nor as object property, so the concept/class “RelationDescription” has been introduced to
hold the information about the new relation. The RelationDescription is then linked to the domain and
the range instance of the new Object Property. Figure 6 illustrates this for the new created relation
“hasCrimeCategory”. The Relation Description has the data property “hasRelationName” that holds the
name of the new Object Property, as well as the confidence value. The data property “hasReasoningRules”
will contain a list of rules that can create a new relation of this type (in the example type
“hasCrimeCategory”).
Unfortunately, the MLN reasoner Tuffy does not provide any information on which of the rules in the list
produced the result. It might be a single “crucial” rule; it might be several rules that add up to the
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confidence value that has been calculated by the MLN. The fulfilment of the antecedent of the “crucial”
rule might be based on the evidence stored in the CRM, or the fulfilment might result from the application
of a second rule that has “previously” generated the evidence, and the second rule might make use of
knowledge created by third rule. In the end, the result might be based on the application of a chain of
rules, but this chain cannot be delivered from the MLN reasoning tool.2
The “RelationDescription” instance is linked to an instance of the concept “ReasoningProcess”, that holds
data properties describing some details, i.e. the date of the processing (reasoning). The concept class
“ReasoningProcess” owns the object property “hasReasoningRules” that holds the complete set of rules
that has been supplied to the reasoning process.

The only way to determine if a rule is crucial could be to repeat the reasoning without this rule and see if the confidence level
of the generated relation has fallen significantly. However, this approach would be very costly for the processing and has never
been tested concerning the feasibility yet.
2
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Figure 6. Annotations for Knowledge generated by reasoning / data properties of RelationDescription.

Jargon detection
2.3.1 Introduction
This component is a basic one that can serve others, specifically components from Task 3.2 and Task 3.5.
It aims at detecting specific jargon people use in their messages. Jargon can either correspond to words
that are used in an unusual context or that are shared by a group of users only. CNRS-IRIT suggests a new
method in order to detect and extract jargon that is based on word embeddings.
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2.3.2 Related work
Related work refers to dialect or language identification. This is the task of automatically identifying the
dialect/language used in a given document. Few studies have been investigated to this area in recent
years [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23].
Zampieri et al. [21]. developed a computational method for classifying texts retrieved from newspapers
published in 2008 from four different Spanish speaking countries: Spain, Argentina, Mexico and Peru. The
authors applied the classical character, word n-gram language models and morphosyntactic information
combined with POS. When evaluating the model on four corpora of 4,000 documents in total, they
achieved the f-measure results ranging from 0.813 to 0.876. Lui et al. [22] proposed an approach of
language identification for both long documents and microblogs. The language is recognized by examining
the difference in information gain of each feature with language and with the source domain. The author
used this method to compile a feature set from 50,000 documents in 97 languages and trained the model
over a Naive Bayes classiﬁer with a multinomial event model over a mixture of byte n –grams (1≤n≤4).
Recently, Kocmi et al. [18] presented a language recognition method for short texts without relying on
the document boundaries. This method is based on bidirectional recurrent neural networks, allowing to
detect code switching including switches to formal markup languages like HTML. The author took source
letters as input and provides a language label for each of them. The language assigned to the majority of
letters was labeled for the language of a document. Chittaragi et al. [23] identified nine dialectal regions
of British Isles using spectral and prosodic features on single learned support vector machine and decision
tree-based; and ensemble classifiers. Regarding to spectral features, the authors extracted features
involved in modeling the pronunciation variations, which are the Mel frequency cepstral coefficients,
shifted delta coefficients, spectral flux, and spectral entropy while the energy, duration, and pitch features
are extracted to capture the prosody differences among dialects. Butnaru et al. [17] distinguished the
Moldavian and Romanian dialects by using shallow approach based on string kernels and a deep approach
based on character level convolutional neural networks containing squeeze and excitation blocks. As a
result, they achieved the accuracy of the models around 90%. They also presented an analysis of the most
discriminative features that help the best performing method, before and after named entity removal.
Arabic dialect identification has attracted some studies. Ali et al. [19] recognized Arabic in broad speech
by applying a Support Vector Machine using phonetic, lexical and bottleneck features. They achieve 100%
accuracy when discriminating between Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and Dialectal Arabic; and between
English and Arabic. However, when differentiating between the five most widely used dialects of Arabic;
which are Egyptian, Gulf, Levantine, North African, and MSA; their method does not perform efficiently,
with an accuracy of 59.2%. Darwish et al. [20] used lexical, morphological, phonological, and syntactic
features to discriminate between Egyptian dialectal and MSA dialectal. They detected identify common
dialectal Egyptian (ARZ) words that do not overlap with MSA and detect specific linguistic phenomena
that exist in ARZ, and not MSA, such as morphological patterns, word concatenations, and verb negation
constructs. They also captured the linguistic phenomena in their model. As evaluated on a Twitter
collection, their model reached the accuracy of around 95%.
Differently from previous work, CNRS-IRIT aims at detecting jargon in messages by applying language
models (word embedding – word2vec [24] and/or BERT bidirectional encoder representations from
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transformers [25]). In the case there is a training data set with annotated data, this new method will first
train models on the different datasets (e.g. in the case of binary annotation, two models will be trained,
one for the common word use and one for the non-usual/jargon use). In the case there is no annotated
data, a first step will use automatic clustering to gather messages that are likely to share the same
jargon/dialect. Then the model will compute the vectors for any word appearing in different contexts
using the above trained models. In that way, for a given term, the model will provide several vectors. The
most interesting words will be the ones that have very different vectors as a cue of a possible jargon.
Other simpler mean of detecting jargon will also be used considering the term frequency for example.
2.3.3 Proposed method
The purpose of this CNRS-IRIT component is to represent words based on the messages where they occur.
Each word is then represented by one or several numerical vectors based on its semantics. The idea is to
get a word vector per group of coherent messages (e.g. from the same community of users, on the same
topic). Then if the same word has very different representations for different message groups and if it is
not a polysemous word, this may be a jargon and its representation is worth investigating.
Reversely, this method can be used to detect the meaning of some words that may be used in an unusual
way or in a community-based way while other people use another word.
As example from common English language, in parts of the north England, people use the word “cob” for
“a medium sized lump of bread” (e.g in the sentence “would you like a cheese cob?”) while in the south
people use “roll”. The two word-vectors are likely to be similar while roll is the most common word.
To detect jargon in messages, CNRS-IRIT proposes a model to measure the difference between vectors
representing for one word which appears in different contexts OR for messages/ documents. This
component is not intended to interact itself with the ontology but will serve other components as a
modular/unary one.
We first apply language models trained on different datasets. Two alternative models could be used:
•

Word embedding is a model that learned to map a set of words/phrases in a vocabulary to vectors
of numerical values. It is capable of capturing context of a word in a document, semantic and
syntactic similarity, relation with other words, etc. Similar words/phrases will have similar vectors.
We will use the word2vec model [24] which is one of the most popular technique to learn word
embeddings using shallow neural network.
• BERT [25] is a very recent language representing model which stands for Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers. It is designed to pre-train deep bidirectional representations
from unlabeled text by jointly conditioning on both left and right context in all layers. As a result,
the pre-trained BERT model can be fine-tuned with just one additional output layer.
For example, in the case of training data set with annotated data, we train the two above models
(word2vec/BERT) on n (n>=2) different datasets, as a result, we have:
•
•

Model M1 (Word2vec/BERT) trained on dataset1- (Sense1: Common sense)
Model M2 (Word2vec/BERT) trained on dataset2- (Sense2: Jargon1 sense)
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• …
• Model Mn (Word2vec/BERT) trained on datasetN- (SenseN: JargonN-1 sense)
Then, given a word A/document A: from M1, M2, …, Mn we can compute the vector for this
word/document which are V1, V2,…, Vn respectively (consider the context of the word).
We can measure the similarity/distance among these vectors V1, V2, …, Vn.
2.3.4 Evaluation framework
We will use the MOROCO dataset [17] which includes the Moldavian and Romanian dialects in our model.
This dataset includes 35.564 documents, divided into three subsets:
• Training (21719 documents): 9968 Moldavian documents and 11751 Romanian documents.
• Validation (5921 documents): 2716 Moldavian documents and 3205 Romanian documents.
• Test (5924 documents): 2719 Moldavian document and 3205 Romanian documents.
We will train our model (wor2vec/BERT) on the training set which includes Moldavian and Romanian
subsets.
Then we test the model on the Test and Validation sets. Words/documents with very different vectors
should be in different jargons (dialects). We compare the result of our model with the annotation in the
Moroco. We use the F-measure to evaluate the performance of our model. The F-measure is the harmonic
mean of precision and recall:
F1= 2*(Precision*Recall)/(Precision+Recall).
Where:
•
•

Recall is defined as the number of true positives (TP) over the number of true positives plus the
number of false negatives (FN), Recall = TP/(TP+FN).
Precision is defined as the number of true positives over the number of true positives plus the
number of false positives (FP), Precision = TP/(TP+FP).

2.3.5 Future work
In future work, CNRS-IRIT will continue the design of this module, considering the other existing modules
from WP2 as well as WP3 and the PREVISION use cases in which this module could help. Moreover, we
will develop a WP5-compliant component. Evaluation will be first made on use cases and data that mimic
LEAs’ ones like the dialect identification.
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3 Smart Fusion and Incomplete Data Handling
This section is organized as follows:
- the introduction provides the basic definitions related to this section and associated task 3.2 in WP3;
- then each other subsection (from 3.2 to 3.5) presents an elementary component that all together make
a comprehensive set of tools to elaborate processing chains to solve the use cases.

Introduction
PREVISION main challenge is that it tackles big data. This term mainly describes data characterized by four
aspects: (i) variety: data comes in all types of formats, e.g., structured, semi-structured and unstructured,
(ii) velocity: the speed with which data are being generated to be ingested and (iii) volume: the enormous
amount of generated data. These aspects were introduced by Gartner3 (iv) veracity is the fourth one.
While these four aspects are important within PREVISION, task 3.2 focuses on the challenges related to
the variety of data and on some aspects of data veracity namely the problem of missing data.
Both problems (data variety and missing data) are common to all the PREVISION use cases. On the other
hand, these problems are very hard problems to solve because they are (a) data type dependent (b) task
dependent.
3.1.1 Heterogeneities in PREVISION environment
Within PREVISION, data can come from a myriad of different sources (see WP2), such as raw crawled data
including ClearNet (social media, web, emails, messaging …), DarkNet (collected within Task 2.1), legacy
assets and traffic, communication and financial data sources (collected within T2.2), …and pre-processed
data as output of Task 2.3 to Task 2.5 for examples. All these sources correspond to heterogeneous
sources also consisting in various types of different heterogeneity types.
Before being analyzed, data may be left in its raw form or pre-processed using data preparation or data
mining components. Data arriving from different sources even if they represent the same kind of
information do not necessarily share the same structure. For examples SMS and WhatsApp messages are
delivered in different format, Reddit and Tweets are also delivered in different formats. Furthermore, data
structures are not stable and are subjects to future changes (e.g. Facebook structure). Such structure
evolution appears as applications evolve and change for many reasons: systems evolution, systems
maintenance, diversity of data sources, data enrichment over time, etc.
Several types of heterogeneity are discussed in the literature [26, 27]:
•

•

3

Structural heterogeneity refers to diverse possible locations of attributes/field within a collection
due to documents diverse structures, e.g., nested or flat structures and different nesting levels.
Raw data crawled in WP2 as well as preprocessed data resulting from WP2 as well as from WP3
Task 3.1 may result in a variety of structures.
Syntactic heterogeneity refers to differences in the representation of the attributes, e.g., usage of
acronyms, prefix, suffix and special characters due to several naming convention affecting

https://www.gartner.com/
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•

specifically attribute/field names, e.g., Sender or Message.Sender; In PREVISION, the ontology will
provide the concepts to be used by the various components, so that the output of the components
used prior to the ones from Task 3.2 will be syntactic heterogeneity free (e.g. ETL component);
however, raw data will not.
Finally, Semantic heterogeneity may exist when the same field relies on distinct concepts in
separate documents, e.g., country and nation [28]. Within PREVISION, this heterogeneity
although can be solved using the ontology concepts and some solutions from WP3 Task 3.1, in
some cases, will also occur on raw data.

3.1.2 Missing or incomplete data
Missing data has been identified long ago as being a challenging problem in applications [29]. It is mainly
considered in data analytics where some variables (or attributes/fields) of some observations (records)
contain some nil values corresponding to missing data. It is thus mainly related to structured data as in
relational databases [30, 31]. Within PREVISION, also missing data is a core problem. As for example, LEAs
can have collected exchanges between individuals but not all the exchanges, making the link between
people difficult to build, the root of an event difficult to get, evidences difficult to show. Being able to
mine information while some data is missing is thus crucial in PREVISION.
Handling incomplete data and data fusion are two areas that are trending over the last decade. However,
the combination of both by development of the smart/adaptive incomplete data fusion is relatively less
covered. One of the most comprehensive, systematic surveys related to fusion of data coming from
heterogeneous sources can be found in [32]. The paper provides the multisensor data fusion state-of-theart, including conceptualization, benefits, challenging aspects and utilized methods in this area. Although
the review is focused on sensor technologies and a part of discussed challenges are irrelevant for the
PREVISION scenarios, one of the primary challenges to be addressed and discussed in the publication is
imperfection of data to be fused. According to the provided taxonomy, four key data-related aspects to
be addressed are: (1) input data disparateness, (2) data inconsistency (e.g. conflicting data), (3) data
correlation and (4) data imperfection. Data imperfection issues can be divided into data uncertainty,
granularity and imprecision. Data incompleteness is a part of data imprecision, together with vagueness
and ambiguity. There are also existing some publications dealing with the fusion of incomplete data in
domain-specific environments. One example is [33], where interpolation method for estimating smooth
spatiotemporal profiles for local highway traffic variables such as flow, speed and density is proposed to
reconstruct traffic using fusion of heterogeneous data. The proposed method is based on the adaptive
smoothing (ASM), extended as generalized adaptive smoothing method (GASM), and enhancing ASM
capabilities, allowing to cope with heterogeneous sources – not only data coming from stationary
detection, but also GPS-based floating-car data. As stated in the paper, the GASM can interpolate locally
inconsistent data and eliminates high-frequency noise while preserving most of the relevant dynamic
information. In addition, publication [34] deals with the data fusion based on the information entropy in
fuzzy multi-source incomplete information systems to address known limitations of rough set theory in
such application.
Within Task 3.2 several solutions have been proposed by the partners involved in the task.
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-

CNRS-IRIT suggests a method for fill in the people interaction gaps; these gaps are important to
fill because community detection algorithms would fail or be incomplete or wrong otherwise. This
component will be specifically -although not exclusively- important for Use cases 2 (Radicalization)
and 5 (art traffic).
- ETRA will contribute by providing a component to merge data received from different sources or
multiple events from the same source to then populate the empty fields or new fields.
- PARCS suggests a method to query multiple heterogenous databases using a single query.
- ITTI contribution is related to missing data visual analytics and Cyber-Defensive Data Fusion.
Altogether, these contributions make up a comprehensive set of tools to help answering the various
PREVISION Use cases.

Fill in the people interaction gaps based on common jargon and content –
a mixed community detection approach
3.2.1 Introduction
In Task 3.2, CNRS-IRIT is willing to develop a component to help fill in the gaps in the people interaction.
The main idea is that common topics or common jargons in addition to interactions will be combined. The
approach CNRS-IRIT proposed is community detection -based.
Within PREVISION, communications and contents are closely related. In WP2 (Task 2.4) some components
are being developed to detect communities based on the interaction extracted from the data. This task
will also provide algorithms to detect key influencers. To proceed in an appropriate way, the algorithms
need as complete data (e.g. sender-receiver) as possible. However, it is often the case that some data is
missing because not all the exchange can be collected. CNRS-IRIT component within this task 3.2 aims at
filling in this gap.
The output of Task 3.2 could be a used as a cue or complement for WP4 (Task 4.2) which aims at using
term network analysis and community detection methods to identify specific jargon ill-intentioned
authors and the means they use to spread their propaganda. In turn, this component relies on the output
of Task 3.1. Semantic Information Processing.
3.2.2 Related work
Since community is originally determined based on linkage structure, previous community detection
methods tend to purely consider the network’s topology [35, 36, 37]. However, this information is not
satisfactory in accurately defining the community membership because the topology is often sparse and
noisy [38]. Other studies considered only the content to identify groups of users [39, 40] but the results
are not highly convincing since the inappropriate content attributes could miss-lead the process of
community detection or some communities may be topic dependent.
A few studies investigated combining users’ link and users’ content [41, 42]. The authors consider each
user as a node and the user’s post content as the attributes of the nodes under the form of keywords. The
authors then use a single assignment clustering method to detect communities. The applicability of these
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methods is limited: as each node can belong to a single community only, these methods cannot detect
overlapping communities. PREVISION certainly need such community detection methods where both
content and exchanges are taken into account.
Within Task 3.2, CNRS-IRIT aims at designing a method that considers these two aspects (users’ interaction
and their message content) using light computing and at developing the associated component to be
integrated into the PREVISION platform. In what follows, we only report studies that consider both of
these factors, since they are comparatively few, new, and more related to our work.
Ruan et al. [43] extracted communities by combing link strength and content similarity in graph structure.
Link strength is measured based on whether the link is likely to reside within a community with high
probability while content similarity is estimated through cosine similarity. They first created content edges
among nodes, then sampled the union of link edges and content edges with bias, retaining only edges
that are relevant in local neighborhood. Finally, they partitioned the simplified graph into clusters. Also
integrating topology and content, Qin et al. [41] introduced a method of identifying social communities
under the framework of non-negative matrix factorization. Their method uses adjacency to represent the
network connectivity, then associates the corresponding semantic description of each community by
adding an attribute to each node. This attribute corresponds to a keyword extracted from the content.
The authors assume that the description for the same community should be semantically similar while
the description among different communities should be different.
Zhao et al. [44] proposed an approach to identify the topical opinion leader in social community question
answering by combining the topic sensitive influence and the topical knowledge expertise. To measure
the true topical influence of users, the authors incorporated the network structure, the topic interest
similarity and the topical knowledge to measure the true topical influence. In their method, they inferred
each user’s topic interest and knowledge authority from past posts. They confirmed the existence of
homophily which implies that a user follows another having the similar topic of interest. To measure the
topical knowledge expertise, the authors employed the topic-relevant metrics that accounts for
knowledge capacity, satisfaction and contribution.
Surian et al. [42] identified communities on Twitter network by either considering the tweet content or
considering the follow relationship among users. They used Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) method to
infer the topics from tweets and used Louvain method to detect communities based on following
interaction. They then measured the alignment between topics and communities for the users who were
part of the largest connected component. They concluded that there are clear differences in the
distribution of topics across communities defined by the follower network. The authors considered only
the largest community detected by the two methods; thus, their conclusion may not be relevant for the
other communities.
Apart from the above studies, we suggest to identify communities in social networks by considering both
the embedding user (e.g. retweet relationship among users) and the semantic similarity of the users’
message content.
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3.2.3 Proposed method
In this CNRS-IRIT contribution, we address the problem of fill in the gap in messages that have been
exchanged by individuals by considering both the embedding user relationships and embedding users’
message content.
Fill-in the gap
The idea is that the community detection algorithms as developed in WP2 are a starting point to detect
initial communities, mainly based on the users’ interactions and collected evidence of these interactions.
However, because of missing data (missing explicit interactions), this component aims at linking
unconnected communities by considering the content of the messages or common jargon. Jargon is
identified thanks to a component from Task 3.1 developed by CNRS-IRIT.
In the CNRS-IRIT approach, each user is considered as a node. As explicit links between users, we first
detect users who sent a message to other users or (re)sent a post from other users and consider these
interactions as relationships between users (edges between nodes).
In social networks, most users re-post messages from their friends (which appear on their timeline) when
they agree with the message content or find the messages interesting although there may be no direct
interaction between them. These re-posting messages may be extensions of or same as the original ones.
The re-posts not only show indirect user relationships but also correspond to high semantic similarity in
their content. We thus hypothesize that using the re-post interactions can help detecting communities
with similar interest or background. Then the same idea can be applied to very similar contents although
they are not seen as resent messages or there was no explicit message from one user to the other. Some
smart similarity measure should be applied here since similar content may not necessarily correspond to
missing data on the interactions. However, considering for example a shared jargon or very precise topic
could be additional cues to take into account. These implicit connections are the ones that fill in the
missing explicit interaction data.
Then, with the completed data, components from WP2 can be used as well as other community detection
methods such as InfoMap [45], Label Propagation [46], Leading Eigenvector [47], Louvain [48], Spinglass
[49], or Walktrap [50] to highlight the communities resulting from both explicit and implicit interactions.
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Figure 7. The schema of the ‘Fill-in the gap’ component.

•

From the data of Users and Interactions among users provided by WP2 (T 2.1), we identify
nodes and explicit edges among nodes. Whatever the social media considered, each user,
either the user who writes an original message or the one who resend it, is considered as a
node. The explicit edges are defined based on the sending and resending relationships. If the
user A sent a message or resent a user B’s post, then we add an edge between the user A and
the user B.
• From the Users and Users’ messages also provided by WP2 (T2.1), we identify nodes (users)
and implicit edges among nodes. We first apply several approaches such as word2vec, kernel
string matrix, topics model and clustering methods to compute similarity among messages
based on the content semantic and common jargons used. If two users write similar
messages, we add an edge between these two users.
• We then apply community detection methods such as Informap, Label Propagation, Leading
Eigenvector, Louvain, Spinglass and Walktrap to detect communities for above identified
nodes and edges.
This “Fill-in the gap” component gets the input from the “Crawling tools” component (WP2 T2.1). The
detected communities from this component then could be used as a cue or complement for “Community
Detection and Key Actor Identification” component (WP2 T2.4) and maybe the WP4 (T4.2) which aims at
using term network analysis and community detection methods to identify specific jargon ill-intentioned
authors and the means they use to spread their propaganda.
Smart similarity measure.
The purpose of this component is to group messages which are semantically similar into clusters. The
input is a set of users’ messages (which is provided by the “Crawling tools” component WP2 T2.1), the
output is a set of clusters of which each cluster includes messages about the same topic.
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Figure 8. The schema of the ‘Smart similarity measure’ component.

There are two approaches to group similar messages into clusters:
Approach 1: From an input including a set of messages, we first apply two methods to convert each
message into a numerical vector:
•

Method 1: Word embedding is used to represent a message by a numerical vector. This technique
is capable of capturing context of each word in a message, semantic and syntactic similarity,
relation with other words. We use the pre-trained word embedding which apply Doc2vec model
trained on the two following datasets:
− English Wikipedia dataset [51] which is dump dated 2015-12-01 including approximately
35 million documents.
− Google News dataset [24] which includes 100 billion words.
to infer vectors for all input messages. As a result, we obtain a set of numeric vectors representing
for messages.
• Method 2: We use the approach of intersection kernel [52] which captures the intuitive notion
of similarity between objections in a specific domain to convert all messages into a set of numeric
vectors.
Then we apply several clustering methods to partition vectors into clusters such as K-means, Gaussian
mixture, Agglomerative Clustering, Kernel K-means, Kernel Fuzzy C-Means, etc. Each cluster includes
vectors which are nearer to this cluster’s center or centroid than any other. This means, each cluster
includes messages that are similar to each other.
Approach 2: we apply a topic modeling method (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) to classify messages to a
particular topic. This method identifies topics in a set of input messages and then specify each message
into a topic, modeled as Dirichlet distributions. As a result, we have a set of topics (clusters) of which each
topic includes messages which are semantically similar.
The approach will be evaluated using the data set and metrics that are described in the next section.
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The result of this “Smart similarity measure” component will be used for the step of “measuring the
message similarity based on the content semantic and common jargons used” in the “Fill-in the gap”
component above.
3.2.4 Evaluation framework
To evaluate the proposed approach, we developed an evaluation scenario that we will run on a tweet
data set that we built. We will make this data set available to the research community on demand.
Moreover, we will use usual metrics for community detection evaluation as presented in this section.
The data set we will use includes 20,000 retweets extracted from the 1 percent of tweets collected during
the second week of January 2017 by IRIT, France4 within a spam detection project [53]. Each tweet in this
data set is composed of several pieces of information regarding a twitter’s post such as the author of the
tweet, the content of the tweets and other objects. These 20,000 retweets in our collection were created
by 30,271 users. While LEAs will need to analyze other types of textual data (e.g. transcript from phone
calls, darknet, …), tweets are appropriate since they are not pure well written and formal natural language.
Missing data can be mimic by removing some of the re-tweets while the community should still be
detected.
As for evaluation, in community detection, algorithms are compared either on their efficiency (time taken
to partition the network) or effectiveness (how relevant the extracted communities are) or both. With
regard to effectiveness, various measures are used [54, 55, 56]; among this we will apply two well-known
and widely used measures which are Modularity and Normalized Mutual Information as well as the newly
defined f-divergence-based metric [57].
Modularity [58] is used to measure the difference of fraction of the edges that fall within communities
and expected number of edges in a random graph:

where x and y are nodes, M is the number of edges in the network, dx and dy are the degrees of x and y
respectively; δ(cx,cy) equal to 1 when x and y belong to the same community and 0 in the other case.
Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [55] is the measure used to evaluate the similarity between two
partitions X,Y. The measure is:

4

IRIT, UMR CNRS 5505, Université de Toulouse, France
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where Nij is the number of nodes in the community i (in X) that appear in the partition j (in Y); c x and cy
are the number of communities in X and the number of communities in Y respectively; Ni. is the sum over
row i of matrix Nij; N.j is the sum over column j.
Accordingly, if the communities in X match with the communities in Y then NMI index is equal to 1; if the
communities in X are totally different from the communities in Y then the NMI index is 0; otherwise the
amount will be in the range from 0 to 1.
f -divergence based metric [56]

where Kmax denote the maximum number of communities in X and Y respectively, i.e. Kmax =max {KX; KY},
where KX and KY are the number of communities in partitions X and Y respectively.
On the other hand, to evaluate the message similarity, we will use the same data set and we will use
usual metrics for clustering method evaluation. As for evaluation, we will apply three well-known
measures which are Calinski-Harabasz index [59], Davies-Bouldin score [60] and Silhouette Coefficient
[61] for our datasets, of which the ground truth labels are unknown.
The Calinski-Harabasz index [59] is the ratio of the sum of between-clusters dispersion and of inter-cluster
dispersion for all clusters (where dispersion is defined as the sum of distances squared). A higher CalinskiHarabasz score relates to a model with better defined clusters.
For a set of data E of size nE which has been clustered into k clusters, the Calinski-Harabasz score s is
defined as the ratio of the between-clusters dispersion mean and the within-cluster dispersion:

where tr(Bk) is trace of the between group dispersion matrix and tr(Wk) is the trace of the within-cluster
dispersion matrix defined by:

with Cq the set of points in cluster q, cq the center of cluster q, cE the center of E, and nq the number of
points in cluster q.
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The Davies-Bouldin score [60] is defined as the average similarity measure of each cluster with its most
similar cluster, where similarity is the ratio of within-cluster distances to between-cluster distances. Thus,
clusters which are farther apart and less dispersed will result in a better score. The minimum score is zero,
with lower values indicating better clustering.
The index is defined as the average similarity between each cluster Ci for i=1,...,k and its most similar
one Cj. In the context of this index, similarity is defined as a measure Rij that trades off:
•

si, the average distance between each point of cluster i and the centroid of that cluster – also
known as cluster diameter.
• dij, the distance between cluster centroids i and j.
A simple choice to construct Rij so that it is nonnegative and symmetric is:

Then the Davies-Bouldin index is defined as:

The Silhouette Coefficient [61] value is a measure of how similar an object is to its own cluster (cohesion)
compared to other clusters (separation). The silhouette ranges from −1 to +1, where a higher Silhouette
Coefficient score relates to a model with better defined clusters. The Silhouette Coefficient s for a single
sample is then given as:
Silhouette Coefficient = (x-y)/ max(x,y)
•
•

x: The mean distance between a sample and all other points in the same class.
y: The mean distance between a sample and all other points in the next nearest cluster.

The Silhouette Coefficient for a set of samples is given as the mean of the Silhouette Coefficient for each
sample.
3.2.5 Future work
In future work, CNRS-IRIT will continue the design of this module, considering deeply the other existing
modules and various PREVISION use cases in which the module could be used. Moreover, we will develop
a WP5-compliant component. Evaluation will be first made on use cases and data that mimic LEAs’ ones.

Smart Fusion
3.3.1 Introduction
Since the origins of the smart (data) fusion applications researcher and experts have produced multiple
definitions of the data fusion term, and the one that best describes the application that is being developed
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in PREVISION is the definition provided by the Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDL) workshop: “A multilevel process dealing with the association, correlation, combination of data and information from single
and multiple sources to achieve refined position, identify estimates and complete and timely assessments
of situations, threats and their significance” [62].
The purpose of the smart fusion process that will be implemented in PREVISION will be to improve data
quality from existing data that is either incomplete or missing. The specific techniques/methods that will
be developed will merge data received from different sources or multiple events from the same source to
then populate the empty fields or new fields.
However, not only will the current events be merged, but also the available records will be continuously
fused with the events received in the data stream, regardless of the data source they belong to, that is,
events from a data source might be merged with existing records in the destination database although
the records were created from events sent from a different data source. This feature contributes to
achieving higher reliability and precision levels in the analysis phase.
3.3.2 Related work
The types of inputs expected in PREVISION are data streams; Complex Event Processing (CEP) technologies
were conceived to process and correlate those kind of distributed data sources in real-time.
CEPs [63, 64] can process different types of data. As mentioned before, the expected input data in the
PREVISION CEP will be events; the CEP approach that best processes events is the logic-base. The events
sent by the traffic, financial and communication data sources will usually be processed by the CEP and
stored in the corresponding data records. The calculations performed by the CEP will use the fields of
those records. Additionally, further iterations on the data and time windows will be allowed if necessary.
In those cases, where events originating from different data sources have to be merged, an extended data
model (union of the two data models corresponding to the individual data sources) will be used.
The smart fusion module developed in WP3 will receive the traffic, finance and communication data
processed by the modules developed in WP2 and will store the output in a centralized repository. The
outcome of the data fusion will be represented using the components developed in WP4 for data
visualization. The components of the Big Data management infrastructure implemented in WP5 will be
involved in the storage of the fused data.
3.3.3 Proposed methods
The design of the smart data fusion methods that will be implemented to handle incomplete or missing
financial, traffic or communication attributes, starts by defining the objectives to be achieved. Literature
[65] proposes four main objectives: a) Fixing problematic data, b) improving data reliability, c) extracting
higher level information and d) increasing data completeness. In PREVISION, given the characteristics of
the mentioned data streams, two main objectives will be addressed:
Table 4. Objectives of the smart fusion

OBJECTIVES OF THE SMART FUSION
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Increasing Data Completeness

The aim is to merge the events collected in several data sources
thus obtaining a full picture of the situation. The output of the
data fusion will be a single data set that will be the union of the
sources based on the common information [66, 67, 68].

Extracting Higher Level Information

In this case the data has to be inferred from available data
sources but also with the help of external information, such as
other databases providing address details, lists of financial
institutions or data from crossroads in the European Union [69,
70, 71].

In the past years, multiple data fusion techniques have been proposed. In PREVISION, to address the
objectives stated in table above, the following Data fusion methods will be implemented:
Table 5. Data fusion methods that will be developed in PREVISION

DATA FUSION METHOD
Data association

Classification

Inference method

DESCRIPTION
The association techniques aim at finding the similarity of data from
several datasets. The process involves identifying the key fields of the
received events and then comparing those key fields with the records
of the same type, e.g. financial to financial, stored in the database. The
received information, whether it matched any record or not, will also
be stored, as they should also be compared with the information that
will arrive in the future. In the cases where at least one key field
matched an existing record, a new record merging the data from both
the records and the incoming event will be created in the database,
producing an enhanced record, i.e. a record with more fields than the
one that already existed or with the same fields but completing the
missing ones received in the new event.
This method groups elements that have common characteristics. The
most basic implementation would use a certain number of fields and
a more complex one would involve statistical characteristics of the
groups [72].
This method will enrich the information by generating new fields in
the records. Given some conditions, e.g. a set of fields are found in an
existing record and an incoming event, one or more fields are
deduced. This method needs to be applied on a second stage, after
the association method so to augment the information. Some
examples of this process are the generation of geographic information
such as city, region and country from a postal code or IP. Even a
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geotagging could be generated so to be later loaded into the
visualization system thus showing geolocation information.
In future releases of the module more methods might be developed, especially the methods designed to
achieve higher level of information from existing data.

New Data
T2.2

Calculated or
infered

Data
T4.1
T5.2

Merged Data

New
Data

Stored Data

New Data

Data Base

Data

Comparison and
Merge

Figure 9. Smart fusion process

3.3.4 Evaluation framework
To evaluate the performance of the smart fusion module, we will develop and execute scripts of queries.
The returned outcome of those queries will be compared with the expected result to check the precision
level. Additionally, the processing time, memory used, and number of events processed per second will
be evaluated.
At this point of the project, the specific data (fields) to be received from the data sources is not agreed,
therefore there is no real data to test the developed components. The project will use simulated or
synthetic data to test the implemented components until real data is made available. Additionally, we
might use some free public information datasets, e.g. IEX Cloud or other datasets from European
institutions providing free data.
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3.3.5 Future work
In future work, when the data fields used by the LEAs are shared, ETRA will design new algorithms and
complex formulas and use statistical methods to improve the effectiveness of the fusion methods
developed in WP3. Also, some efforts will be directed to format or parse the output information to serve
the visualization and analysis components.

Smart Browser for Art Search
3.4.1 Introduction
In the frame of Smart Fusion and handling missing data, PARCS propose to build a unique Browser to
interrogate various heterogenous data proceeding from a unique query, that requires unique and
coherent response. This is to be achieved without the step of integrating first the data into on unique and
homogeneous database, which is the task in WP2. Missing data are the missing typologies, the missing
types, the vague provenance, the ambiguous origin that spreads on the web and local databases.
Today, the European Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) are confronted with a drastic increase of illicit
traffic of cultural objects, either coming from thefts or from looting activities in conflict zones. Whatever
their origins are, these illegal artefacts spread unchecked on the traditional Art market and the merchant
web.
LEAs are then facing two questions:
what is the nature of the unknown object they eventually seize during search or customs control?
Are the information about antiquities described in the auctions or on the sales web correct and not
fraudulent? [73]
Most of the illicit market is made of orphan objects that have no clear origin and legal provenance, when
they are not forged. Today LEAs do not have enough resource, manpower and easy tool to confront
merchant’s documentation, neither to match an unknown artefact to a referent object typology software.
In fact, during their search to identify an unknown cultural object and to find its legal status (stolen, not
stolen, licit, not licit), the LEAs nowadays have to search and interrogate, hop on, dozens of very
heterogenous artefacts database and websites. These resources are curated in a scientific manner, using
complex lexicon, which are not always made for Police Forces and usually require expertise. [74]
The aim of PARCS in Task 3.2 is to build a tool that can search through multiple different databases (local
or online), extract different heterogenous information, from various sources and render a coherent
response to the user. This is, in order to facilitate LEAs’ researches and speed the time of process. Using
the tool PARCS aims at design and develop, LEAs should be able in the future to process these queries
with a unique platform/ browser to avoid web site hoping and time wasting.
The following pages describe the environment and context that decided PARCS to go for this solution. We
propose a methodology and verifications protocols in order to ensure efficiency and effectiveness.
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3.4.2 Related work
To understand what we could develop to help this situation, we have, first, used questionnaires, led
meetings and investigations with the LEA partners (WP1). The second part of our work was to assess the
actual available data and existing tools related to this field (WP2). To finish, our collaboration with
institutions from the cultural world such as CNRS, MCA in WP4 and our expert role in NETCHER
Consortium, help us to be on the crossroads between cultural, industrial and legal worlds. A privileged
position to develop the right tools to help concretely fighting the illicit traffic of cultural goods.
PARCS have led a thorough assessment of the existing digital databases and resources available for the
LEA in T 1.1 USE CASE 5, WP2 and T 4.4. We have described in these sections the Positive Database (list
of existing objects) and Negative Database (lists of missing/ stolen objects) and the importance of the
RED LISTS of ICOM [75](sensible cultural typology reference) A complete list of main assets is proposed in
Task.4.4.
The main conclusion we observed from our work is: There is no existing Central Database in Art &
Archaeology! Unfortunately, one could imagine that archaeologists, museums and art academic use the
same ontology and central database to enter and register their objects. Archaeologists and Art experts
do not share their data like astronomers do [76]. There are as many databases as that there are
archaeologists [77], as many inventories as there are museums. No one is using the same central registry,
and not even in the same format, and ontology [74]?
For 15 years, however, ICOM association has launched an initiative to gather Museum collections into
one interoperable ontology: the CIDOC-CRM5 [78], and a common descriptive sequence: OBJECT ID. The
group has now ISO 211127 and expand to various researches and data gathering programs. Nevertheless,
the norm progresses slowly amongst the HERITAGE World.
The variety of tools used by the Heritage professionals is large [79]: Excel, Access, Filemaker pro, ArcGIS,
QGIS, Dbase, .jpg, MusSQL, 4D, PostgreSQL, PostGIS, SQlite, Apache Open office, Word, etc. And so are
the formats: .csv / .pdf / .html / .dhtml /.shp /.gif /.dbf /.jpeg /.dat, etc… With no established rules in
photography, visual materials are also very heterogenous in quality and format.
Some international Digital Databases gather multiple sites and researches; however, they are usually
specific to just one period (Roman, Egyptian), or a single type of objects (pottery [80], coins [81]), with
their ontology suiting only limited typologies.
There are large programs of massive data gathering and databases concentrations such as: IADB [82] ADS
[83]in UK, Arachne [84] in Germany, and Thesaurus (PACTOLS) [85] or Scientific database ARTEFACTS [86]
in France. But, a pan-European search, sharing and gathering is most needed [87], Thus the goal and
methodology of such solution still needs to be defined [88].
The user and LEA cannot really use the Web Merchant resources and information either. A recent article
claims that 98 % of Eastern Mediterranean Antiquities sold in Germany, for example, are said to have
5

Note: In this idea of using common interoperable ontology, the central database that USE CASE 5 group will promote in task T4.4 will use the
CIDOC-CRM ontology. This, in order to maximize chances that our work will be used by other groups, to obtain sustainability.
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questionable origin [89]. Art Laundering and forgery is a problem within the Art Market. In this
perspective, some of the experts’ estimation, and so the description of the object in catalogue must be
taken with caution. [90]
The Internet is now a major actor in Art Market and so in illicit trafficking [91]. As a consequence, a vast
number of items are now sold, or auctioned, grossly on low cost merchant sites [92].The problem is
growing exponentially [93].It makes LEA attempts to control their activities difficult [94]. The Large Web
merchants do not monitor closely and LEA cannot watch the vast numbers of items sold every day.
Therefore, a systematic check of the sales on the web should be put in place with new automated
technological tools.
To conclude, most of the accessible digital databases are cultural tools. They do not integrate the judicial
and Law Enforcement aspect of the problem. Neither they adapt to a non-specialist accessible language
for key words search. They are not an operational investigation tool. It is then easy for a police officer to
waste precious amount of time searching and hop between numerous websites and registry. As described
above, the databases are isolated, disconnected, making global search difficult. Each institution, museum,
collection, laboratory, research and police unit has their own. Therefore, the lack of connected databases,
of interoperability and lack of unique search tool, is a persistent problem to help the LEAs. The
information from merchant sites being often false or incomplete, they should be proactively validated to
be exploited and also to be checked systematically to clear out suspicions.
In conclusion, until a central database is built and used, the exploitable sources will keep real structural,
syntactical and semantic heterogeneity.
3.4.3 Proposed methods
As we described above the sources and materials available for search and typology match making are
heterogenous in semantic, structure and syntax. They are very different in quality and completeness,
including a lot of missing data such as type, provenance or origin, and photography, scale, measurement,
etc.
In WP2 the response to heterogeneous data is the integration and homogenization into a unique
database. In WP3 however, the browser directly interrogates the sources, without harmonizing them, and
renders a unique and coherent response, despite the difference of material.
To handle this heterogenous sources and fragmentary description we will use multiple supports: images
and texts is done using image reconciliation tools or text exploration by keywords or in full text as in WP2
and WP4 / Task 4.4. We will develop the unique browser of heterogenous data for Task 3.2 to be used
by the developed processes.
We will enrich questions and initial queries and increase the chance of having an answer with the help of
tables of synonyms, acronyms and languages. Our system will match words and different terminologies
with reference databases, tools that we develop in Task 4.4.
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Figure 10. Scheme of the sequences and modules.

To present our idea of the process we propose the general functional diagram in Figure 10.
We explain the sequences as follow:
A) The initial queries
They can come from:
1) Unknown Object identification:
The Police officer (LEA USER) is looking for the identification of an unknown artefact (its status and/or
type), or of an object with suspicious documentation. The request will be processed via text or images
matching. The missing data is the typology and the origin of the object6
Or
2) Automatic Web Scanning:
Some of the functionalities can be automated for systematic search on WEB sites. This in order to
save time and efforts for the LEA. The LEA will program task, the machine will run automatically for
a selected period and report accordingly. In this perspective, this device could create a flow of
predictive alerts.
So, the LEA can track, via automated search, questionable provenance (data veracity) a known
artefact versus its initial description in sales of antiquities and art by examining the websites auction
houses or web merchant, or Dark web.
6

For Artefact origin and provenance are two different thing: origin is the ancient period and location were the
artefact has been created (ancient Greece for example), provenance is where the object has been found in the
modern times or discovered (Greece for example), or, if unknown, where it comes from the first it enters the market
(collections, museum, etc.)
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A possible “missing data handling functionality “will be to use the typology match to find artefacts
hidden in the web, or social groups.
B) Cycle of search for both queries whether if objects have documentation or not.
Sequence one:
o Check if the object is not declared in a stolen objects database (negative database): if yes
Alert.
o Check if the object type matches an existing object in a positive database. (positive
databases). If yes and if the description in the query does not match with the positive
database, Alert.
Sequence two:
o If no exact match can be found, the second step of the sequence is to search for a typological
match. The eventual match with a qualified typology will give the user correspondence with
potential provenance and origin that corresponds with this typology.
o Check if the typology is a sensible typology in the RED LIST, if yes Alert.
o If typology found does not match eventual documentation given with the object (provenance,
type) it will raise suspicion and will result in alerting the LEA, for second deeper analysis by
the authorities.
For now, and according to consortium timeframe, verification can only be made against typology and
known origin. History of sales and history of provenance and locations which require vast data volumes
can be part of future work.
Looking at the technical aspects, PYTHON will be used for general development and POSTGRESQL for the
Database gestion, including geographic and spatial data management via POSTGIS. The advanced search
will be conducted with ELASTICSEARCH. The Image processing will run with PASTEC and OPENCV. As a will
to use PREVISION’s possibilities, PARCS would be happy to work with the crawling tools and image
processing that are designed now in WP2 by CERTH and SPH. Their technologies use image recognition,
text recognition on an extreme large scale and heterogeneous data. Here are the following tools: HADOOP
Big Data infrastructure/Hybrid Cloud Environment, utilising APACHE AMBARI7, ZOOKEEPER8, HDFS9,
HBASE10, YARN11, MAPREDUCE212, AMBARI METRICS and ELASTICSEARCH13. Docker14 containers are
utilised and orchestrated by RANCHER15. For the image processing, WP2 contributors use the following
tools to train the machine: deep learning frameworks such as PYTORCH16, KERAS17, TENSORFLOW18 etc.

7

https://ambari.apache.org/
https://zookeeper.apache.org/
9
https://hadoop.apache.org/docs/stable/hadoop-project-dist/hadoop-hdfs/HdfsDesign.html
10
https://hbase.apache.org/
11
https://yarnpkg.com/lang/en/
12
https://hadoop.apache.org/
13
https://www.elastic.co/
14
https://www.docker.com/
15
https://rancher.com/
16
https://pytorch.org/
17
https://keras.io/
18
https://www.tensorflow.org/
8
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PYTHON programming language19 and corresponding python libraries such as NUMPY20, PILLOW21,
MATPLOTLIB22, PANDAS23, SCIPY24, SCIKIT-LEARN25
Considering neuronal networks and deep learning, PARCS will use TENSORFLOW, KERAS, and SKLEARN.
Web crawling will be performed taking into consideration the defenses of the web sites. The two proposed
alternatives in question are either custom with PYTHON + SCRAPPY + TOR / proxies or PYTHON +
SELENIUM + TOR / proxies.
Note: The tool is meant and designed to work online, accessible via a web platform or an application that
run on tablet and smartphone. A simple phone network is, then, just needed to access the database and
process the search. The network resources needed are less if used with a central database online,
however, it consumes more with a heterogeneous browser. Therefore, we think of these two technical
approaches combined. In case of an extreme isolation from web network, the database could be stored
in the LEA facilities, but with thorough security constraint, and granted access to PARCS for maintenances
and upgrades.
Figure 11 shows a simple idea of the tool resulting from the aforementioned developments.

Figure 11. Smart browser processes.

19

https://www.python.org/
https://numpy.org/
21
https://pypi.org/project/Pillow/
22
https://matplotlib.org/
23
https://pandas.pydata.org/
24
https://www.scipy.org/
25
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
20
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Figure 12 shows an idea of the documentation against typology check.

Figure 12. Typology against vendor’s documentation.

3.4.4 Evaluation framework
To operate the tools, create learning sequences and test and certify proper functioning, important and
well-identified data is required.
To confront the results of the queries we need to test them with well-defined and well-studied referent
database.
A part of the task will be to design the test cases and possible events to run the tests. To be sure to review
all cases, we will run the specific pertinence tests and events check on few selected typologies within the
databases.
In most operational projects, case analysis, constitution of the test environment, testing, operational
certification and integration represent almost 50% of working time.
Working on all cultural typologies is not possible in this time frame. The aim of PARCS is to work on the
concept and the operational concept of such a Tool. To achieve feasibility, we need to work with Reduced
and selected number of typologies (developed in Task 4.4) and homogeneous database developed (WP2).
From this proof of concept and the delivered operational tool, we hope to promote another more
complete development.
The work of PARCS in Task 3.2:
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First, PARCS will provide business expertise and design the browser.
Second, PARCS contribution will too be semantical and typological.
PARCS will bring the lexicon and the specific queries. We will also define the requirements specification
and the definition of the necessary criteria for this unique field: the cultural illicit trafficking. For example,
one of the PARCS’s contributions will be to set criteria of description and provenance to detect missing
information and to match this corpus of missing data to possible fraudulent cases. PARCS will design the
model of response the machine needs to clear out sales and listings of artefacts on web merchants.
Our idea is to check the results of the query on heterogeneous material against the result of query with
the homogeneous database developed in WP2 and T4.4. Therefore, we will use the same typologies for
the verification with that the one we qualified. The referent database will then provide the right Typology
VS direct using of heterogeneous bases.
Third, PARCS will provide the T3.2 the different Databases, the structured data and raw data for the tests
and tool design.
The database created for WP2 and WP4 integrates heterogenous data and sort them, normalise them
into an ISO ontology and classification for cultural object known as CIDOC CRM.
The typologies will include Red List categories of artefacts for test on alert.
A Central Database is necessary to sort and organise all data under the same norm and to reduce queries
speed and time of response.
The data are curated under OBJECT ID description sequence and norm ISO 21127.
The Assets we are using, if available, to build the referent databases for the test cases are described in
the following Table 6.
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Table 6. Referent typologies and databases

Fourth, PARCS will perform case analysis, make constitution of the test environment, do testing and
operational certification, in cooperation with the team.
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Fifth, PARCS will contribute to the research and technical developments and introduce the tools to the
Task 4.4 processes
3.4.5 Future work
PARCS will continue this work and expend it to more test cases and events check, if possible.
It is, however, important to expand to much more typologies of references in order to cover most
endangered Object lists. That can only be possible in a future development due to time and resources
limits.
We will however continue the design of this module, in resonance with the other existing modules created
for other PREVISION use cases. Our component is not only applicable to Art objects but can also be used
for other items.
One of the possible expansions of the tool, is a deeper Provenance Check functionality as a Sales
Traceability Tool that could show the history of sales of each auctioned work of art.
This could show more fraudulent and forged “historic” and dissuade the resellers to do so. However, it
requires another development and a consequent volume of data, some of them only available in the old
printed catalogue of the Auction Houses.

Missing data visual analytics and Cyber-Defensive Data Fusion
3.5.1 Introduction
Existence of missing data or nullity patterns in tabular, structured datasets can be relatively easy to notice
by analyzing missing rows or columns. On the contrary, understanding of missingness patterns in
unstructured or semi-structured data streams is not trivial task. In both cases, visualization of such
incompleteness can provide beneficial insights into the data. In general, there are a number of scientific
publications dealing with the visual analytics or visualization methods and addressing incompleteness of
data. The majority of literature is domain-specific, however the proposed methods can be generalized
and adopted in different areas. Also, the authors in their works discuss the aspects of imputation of
missing data into datasets to further validate the proposed visualization methods.
In short, missing values can be classified into three categories, based on the probability of missingness
[95] [96]:
MCAR (missing completely at random) – probability of the missingness is unrelated to any of the variables
in the analysis,
MAR (missing at random) – the missing values are random and unrelated to the missingness, but the
missingness is related to the other variables in the analysis. Example of the MAR scheme can be case in
which the data collected in certain (but random random) time range have been lost or unrecorded.
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MNAR (missing not at random) – where the missingness could provide information that is useful for
example for prediction purposes. Examples of MNAR missingness scheme can include sensitive questions
in a survey that are important from the survey purpose viewpoint, but the missing answers are
overrepresented in relation to other questions.
Most frequent mechanisms for imputation of missing data into the datasets are based on statistical
methods: mean/median imputation and regression imputation. Missing values can be also provided using
matching methods such as hot-deck approaches (e.g. using distance function) allowing for replacement
of missing values by realistic ones based on the similarity of other variables and preserving the variable
distribution. In addition, the LOCF (Last-Observation-Carried-Forward) is used.
The substantial volume, velocity, veracity and variety of data are the characteristics often described as
the four V’s of Big Data. The mentioned veracity hints at the noisy, incomplete, inaccurate or redundant
samples of data. Variety suggests heterogeneity, which causes challenges in data integration and
analytics.
The multitude of sources and formats of data along with the co-occurrence of information pertaining
different aspects of a certain object in multiple modalities can allow to compensate for incomplete data
coming from a single source [97].
The interpretation of what constitutes information fusion, also recognized under the name data fusion
(DF), can vary depending on the domain. In [98] it is explained as “multilevel, multifaceted process dealing
with the automatic detection, association, correlation, estimation, and combination of data and
information from multiple sources”. As such, it is utilized to take advantage of the synergies apparent in
various sources of data, qualitatively or quantitatively augmenting the final result in a way that would not
be possible were the data sources to be used separately [99].
Fusion presupposes mixing information from more than one source. Through fusion of complementary
data, a more accurate solution can be attainable. A model relying on just one source of data can be open
to error if the source is biased. Utilizing multiple sources of data enables the capability of compensating
for this kind of predicament [99].
The assumption of data fusion is that it supplies compelling improvements over data from a single source.
Data fusion is granting an enhanced assessment of the observed phenomena by boosting the accuracy of
observations. The data can be combined in a variety of granularity levels, like the raw data, or the decision
level. Raw data can be fused straight as they are if the measurements come from sensors measuring the
same phenomena, like visual sensors.
Data coming from different, noncommensurate sensors require fusion at the feature, state vector or
decision level.
3.5.2 Related work
Once the data is imputed, the visualization of incomplete data allows to simultaneously explore the
structure of missing values. As stated in [95], such visual analysis is beneficial for learning about the
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distribution of the incomplete information in the data, and to identify possible structures of the missing
values and their relation to the available information. According to the paper, visualization tools for
missing values are not commonly implemented in the popular statistical tools for data analysis. Its main
goal is to show importance of exploring missing values patterns and differentiate the inputted values from
observed ones. Simple and well-known visualization methods are proposed and categorized due to the
purpose of visualization. Aggregation plots are discussed to detect monotone missing values patterns. In
order to explore the data and to gain insight into the distribution and structure of missing values the
variety of methods are proposed, including: histograms, barplots, spinograms, spine plots, parallel
boxplots, scatterplots and scatterplot matrices, parallel coordinate plots, matrix plots, and mosaic plot. In
addition, growing dot maps and spatial visualization of the proportions of missing values to observed
values (e. g. by using variable coded according to a continuous color scheme) are discussed to detect MAR
situations with respect to geographical positions of samples.
In [100], the predictive analysis and modeling to forecast incomplete data over time have been presented
based on the extended Bayesian network model. Additionally, the authors proposed a visual analytics
system, allowing for designing different predictive models for individual growth pattern analysis.
Presented dashboard enables discovery of the new growth patterns in the process of analyzing the
accuracy of previously designed predictive models. The proposed workflow of the system includes a set
of analytical procedures such as setting initial variables to apply for growth prediction models, exploring
model accuracy, optimization of a model and its evaluation. Visualization capabilities of the dashboard
include heatmaps, indented threes and different kinds of line charts.
The authors of [101] also propose the visual analytics solution to analyze and treat missing values. Design
of the presented solution is based on general approaches to handle missing values, however as stated in
the paper, it is fine-tuned to the problems of dropout rate in longitudinal studies that limits capabilities
of a statistical analysis and the validity of its findings. The authors discussed a number of requirements of
imputation of unobserved data and presented the mock-up of the visual analytics dashboard. The main
tools considered for exploration of missing data are missingness map and its pattern analysis, missing data
correlation and generation of prediction matrices. In addition, so-called bean plots are used to compare
the distributions of imputed and observed values in dense and sparse regions, while strip plots are used
to display these distributions in a combined way.
In [102], the authors proposed a novel plotting method based on the modified parallel lines plot. The
method allows for displaying relationships between variables (both inputted and observed) and reflecting
the number of samples in given pattern. Also, a dynamic-interactive version of parallel line plots has been
proposed in the paper to address scenario in which a number of variables and/or patterns is too large to
visualize them statically. Another approach is proposed in [103], where iVAT and asiVAT algorithms with
visual analytic capabilities are proposed to reorder dissimilarity of data in a given dataset (using
dissimilarity matrices), so that the visualized data allows for revealing cluster substructure. In other words,
the proposed method offers visual means for determining the possible number of clusters, or the
clustering tendency of the analyzed set of variables. In the paper, the algorithm was validated against
incomplete datasets.
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In [99] the authors propose a new ensemble learning method as a way to jointly use data-driven and
knowledge-driven sub-models, combining the advantages of both approaches. The work stipulates that
data-driven models, like i.e. artificial neural networks lack a degree of understanding of the parameters
of the modeled problem. Integrating knowledge-based models can increase interpretability of the datadriven models, cover information not incorporated in the training data and trim the necessary amount of
training data. The concept depends on crafting an ensemble capable of integrating knowledge-based submodels as a way to augment data-driven models.
Integrating various models can be rationalized by the fact that distinct incomplete models can
compensate one another's weaknesses [5].
Fusion at feature level presupposes that the features are already drawn from the raw data. The extracted
features can be fused into a common feature vector which is then fed to machine learning algorithms
[104]. Feature fusion achieves considerable information compression and facilitates real-time processing
[97]. Fusion at decision level is made through correlation processing, and finally the joint inference result
is obtained [97]. The result is subjected to techniques like voting, classical or Bayesian inference etc. [104].
In practice data fusion is a complex problem and relying on data from a single, but best fitting source can
produce superior results [104].
Heterogenous mixture-of-experts (HME) can be used for the fusion of data coming from various sources.
The method uses data-driven models to augment knowledge-based models. The premise of the method
lies in combining the, established in advance, information on validity ranges of the knowledge-models,
which are utilized to subdivide the input space. This guarantees that appropriate models use the inputs
they were created to work with. In this case the data-driven models are adopted to complete the utilized
input space coverage. In HME a set of independent processes work with partitions of the data. The model
is trained with the Expectation-Maximization algorithm [99].
The processes, functions, categories of techniques and the techniques of data fusion themselves can be
found in the Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDL) Data Fusion Process model. The JDL Data Fusion Process
can be explained as follows: a number of sources of information provide the input to a source
preprocessing module, which appoints suitable processes and screens the data, decreasing the burden
the system has to deal with (Level 0 - [105]). This is followed by Level 1 processing (object refinement),
which integrates location, identity and other types of information to attain representation of distinctive
items. This is achieved by getting the data to a consistent reference frame, assigning data to objects and
refining the estimates of the object classification. Level 2 processing (situation refinement) deals with
establishing a characterization of the relationships between objects based on the set of circumstances.
This process establishes the definitions of the collections of objects. Level 3 processing (threat refinement)
inferences the future states based on the current situation. Level 4 processing (process refinement)
monitors the other processes and finds data necessary for the improvement of fusion. JDL also describes
a database management component, a necessary support for data fusion and the various operations on
data required, and a Human-Computer Interaction component (HCI) for both human input and the
delivery of fusion results [104].
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In the context of cybersecurity and cyber-situational awareness data fusion techniques have not yet been
widely researched and adapted by the domain, as compared to fields like the military operations [106].
The JDL model can also be applied in cyber-situational awareness. In cyber-defense JDL can describe
various challenges of the domain with regards to Data Fusion. Suitable collection, registration, alignment,
stochastic filtering, logical analysis, space-time integration, exploitation of redundancies, quantitative
evaluation, and display are part of Data Fusion along with the integration of adequate context information
[105]. In the JDL perspective, an exhaustive description of the data fusion pipeline from sensors through
databases up to human-computer interface, including the necessary feedback loops for cybersecurity can
be performed, providing cyber-situational awareness [105].
In cybersecurity, JDL level 0 can gather the input from the network traffic probes, logs and netflow sensor,
as well as outputs from IDS’s and Honeypots. Thus, the information leaving level 0 comprises both raw
data and preprocessed data. Including output from intrusion detection systems for the following levels of
data fusion aims at decreasing the amount of information human operators have to handle in
cybersecurity circumstances, leaving only an adequate number of relevant alarms [105].
The object refinement level (JDL level 1) in cybersecurity aims at formulating ‘cyber entities’, which can
be understood as physical network connections. These entities are recognized through mapping the host
names and the IP addresses. The refined objects are instances of a certain IP along with the log files and
the IDS outputs for that IP.
The situation refinement level (JDL level 2) places the guarded object as the center of attention, using
level 1 information along with the description of the defensive position and the attacker’s capability to
characterize the ongoing circumstances. The information on whether the attacks were successful or not
is also part of level 2. Markov models, clustering methods and ontologies can be used for situation analysis
on this level. Level 2 decides whether the noticed incident was a security event.
JDL level 3 (threat refinement/significance estimation) is where the threat is assessed with regards to the
possible attack scenario and the objectives of the attacker, his chances, the extent of damage he can deal,
the magnitude of the effects of his actions, the forecast of his behavior, as well as the actions that can be
undertaken by the defending system. Markov game models and graph models, aggregation, Bayesian
belief networks and domain knowledge can be used for threat assessment.
The process refinement level (JDL level 4) is used to choose the best fitting sensors for an improved data
fusion process, which can influence the shape of the following level.
JDL Level 5 relies on human experts, providing the necessary interface, displaying the results of detection
at a given granularity. The system can dynamically learn by analyzing the received interaction with a
human expert.
The objective of data fusion in cybersecurity and cyber-situational awareness lies in the reduction in the
amount of undetected attacks and false positives [105].
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3.5.3 Proposed methods
Based on the above review of existing literature and scientific work we propose to include the following
capabilities:
1. Visualization of nullity/missingness by using:
a. Aggregated column charts to show amount of missing data with regards to specific
variables.
b. Heatmaps, histograms and nullity matrices to explore patterns of missing data.
2. Visualization of imputed data in relation to observed data to analyze distribution of artificial data
and its impact on the overall distribution of samples. This will be implemented by using scatter
plots and line charts
3. Visualized correlation of observed values for analysis of missing data imputation method to be
applied.
4. Based on the preceding literature review the objective is to implement JDL model Level 0 and
Level 1 data fusion methods to improve cyber-situational awareness. For example, the capability
to trace an intrusion detection alert to a specific time frame entity.
3.5.4 Evaluation framework
The overarching idea behind data fusion and imputation of missing data is to enhance the accuracy of
predictive models. Therefore, the results of the proposed methods need to be evaluated using well
defined regression/classification metrics – accuracy, precision, recall, f1-score.
•
•

Accuracy - the ratio of correct predictions to all predictions
Precision - Precision is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to the total predicted
positive observations.
• Recall (Sensitivity) - Recall is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to all the
observations in the actual class.
• f1-score is expressed by: f1-score = 2*(Recall*Precision) / (Recall + Precision)
Accuracy is the starting point for evaluating the robustness of machine learning algorithms. However, it is
not a good metric because of the accuracy paradox - a situation where the model has high accuracy but
poor classification ability. Additionally, it is a poor performance metric for imbalanced datasets. To combat
this shortcoming additional measures of precision and recall are employed. Precision indicates how many
of the classifications were relevant, ergo the quality of the classification. Recall depicts the number of
relevant classifications in the sum total of the set, thus signifying the completeness of the model. Those
two measures are interconnected and should be taken into consideration together. Thus, a final measure
born from combining precision and recall is introduced the f1-score.
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4 AI-based Evidence Discovery
This section deals with the application of machine learning and semantic reasoning techniques to support
LEA officers in their fight against organized crime. Section 4.1 aims at giving an overview on the
information flux from the individual data sources to the semantic reasoning modules. Section 4.2
describes parts of the PREVISION ontology, which are used to structure crime related data in a format
amenable to the PREVISION semantic reasoning modules. How the latter can be used to investigate crime
cases, is demonstrated in section 4.3. Finally, sections 4.4 and 4.5 introduce machine learning techniques
for preprocessing, classification, and regression of arbitrary data sets.

Information Flux
One of the key goals of project PREVISION is the development of semantic reasoning tools, which are able
to combine information stemming from different kinds of data sources. This subsection aims at giving an
overview on the precise quality of information provided by the system components developed in work
package 2, which collect and, on a low level of abstraction, preprocess data originating from the individual
data sources, that PREVISION takes into account.
4.1.1 Data Sources
The data sources exploited by PREVISION are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Existing Lea databases
Clear web
Deep web, including social networks
Darknet
Geospatial data
CCTVs
Smartphones
Road traffic data
Financial data
Telecom data
Inform. security systems

4.1.2 Source Data Access for Semantic Reasoning Modules
In the following, we clarify which type of return values or interfaces the individual tools developed in work
package 2 provide for the semantic reasoning tools developed in this work package. Parts of the facts
gathered here can be found in the deliverables 5.1 and 2.1.
4.1.2.1 Crawling
Data Sources: Crawling tools are the means to mine information contained in the clear web, deep web
including social networks, as well as in the darknet.
Data Access: PREVISION crawling tools provide access to stored datasets on individuals under
investigation via the search criteria:
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Age, City, Country, LastActive, E-mail, Phone Number (if any), Username, Number of Posts, Registration
Date, FullName
in case of darknet data, and
Age, City, Gender, Country, E-mail, Phone Number (if any), username, User Id, Profile (contains fields
referred above), Posts, Comments, Events (attended by, created by, created at), FullName, Language,
Friends, Followers, Following, Hashtags
in case of clearnet data, through a custom REST API as a wrapper for the Elasticsearch REST API. These
datasets comprise textual and numeral data including
Bitcoin addresses and IBAN numbers found in documents, Geolocation of the servers that distribute the
targeted pages, Geolocation of images (if EXIF data are available), Camera models used to take images (if
EXIF data are available), Image hashes, Hits on predefined keywords and triggers, Timestamps
as well as
image and video data.
For compliance with data protection laws, these data can only be retrieved in anonymized form, which in
case of textual information means with personal information replaced by hash values.
4.1.2.2 Batch and Near-real-time Video and Image Analysis
Data Sources: Video recordings from CCTVs, smartphones, crawled data, existing LEA databases
The input data is processed by the following four modules.
Abnormal Behaviour Detection (ABD):
Return value: List of detected activities among a set of predefined activities characterized by a short name
(e.g. "vehicle turn left") together with a corresponding id (e.g. “5”), a start and an end time stamp.
Face Detection and Recognition (FDR):
This module consists of a face detection sub-module which can optionally be followed up by a face
recognition sub-module.
Face Detection: Return values: For each detected face and each frame, on which that particular face had
been detected, a bounding box with coordinates (height, width, height offset, width offset) is returned.
Face Recognition: Return values: For each detected face and each frame, on which that particular face
had been detected, a bounding box with coordinates (height, width, height offset, width offset) together
with the name and the id of the detected person is returned.
Person and Vehicle Identification (PVI):
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As an additional input, this module needs pictures of a sought after person or vehicle, or, alternatively in
the case of a person, semantic attributes like age, sex, color of clothes, etc.
Return value: List of persons or vehicles, respectively, sorted by similarity to the person or vehicle given
as the input value.
In practice this optical re-identification method is only usable for comparison between pictures of persons
which have all been taken within a short time interval, since a change of clothes or other optical alterations
have a severe impact on the detected similarity measure.
Crisis Event Detection (CED):
Return value: For each detected crisis a triple is returned consisting of a start and an end time stamp
together with one of the crisis category names: flood, fire or smoke.
4.1.2.3 Social Networks Data Analysis
Data Sources: Crawled data from social networks
Data Access: This component is made up of the three sub-modules Community Detection, Key Actor
Identification, and Actor Identity Resolution. The format of the return values has yet to be published.
4.1.2.4 Deep Linguistic Analysis
Data Sources: Crawled data and data from existing LEA databases in English language
Data Access: This component stores its results directly as ontologies in the RDF triple store.
4.1.2.5 Extract, Transform, Load (ETL)
ETL systems can be used to convert data drawn from primary sources as well as data given as the result
values of other system components into a format amenable to the semantic reasoning tools developed in
this work package. According to the current design draft these could be ontologies expressed in OWL and
RDF.
Data Sources: Primary data sources in this context are road traffic data, telecom and financial data, data
stored in existing LEA databases, geospatial data, and data resulting from inform. security systems. Data
provided by other system components, which might need format conversion, is crawled data in general
as well as video and image events resulting from video and image analysis tools, to mention just a few.
Data Access: Details of specification pending.

PREVISION Ontology
4.2.1 Introduction
In order to define knowledge representation in PREVISION effectively, it is necessary to understand what
an investigative process is. An investigation is a complex process that involves event, person,
circumstance, various types of resources, data extracted from resources, scenarios and relations that link
all these elements. The objective of an investigation is to understand who, why, how, by what means,
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when and where a crime was perpetrated in order to identify each role of all involved persons (victim,
criminal, etc.).
4.2.2 Structure of the PREVISION Ontology
The first draft of the PREVISION Ontology is built from three components:
• the MAGNETO Ontology (slightly modified, as described below).
• the Unified Cyber Ontology (UCO).
• Extensions proposed by Catalink.
which are merged into one ontology and partially adapted. All components are described in the following
subsection.
4.2.3

The modified MAGNETO Ontology

4.2.3.1 Main concepts (Entities)
[107] describes a core ontology based on NATO standards to improve military intelligence analysis. The
main concepts of this core ontology – shown in Figure 13 – have been selected as basis of the MAGNETO
ontology. The core ontology of MAGNETO and of PREVISION contains these and further important
concepts described in the following.
Event and EventContext
The MAGNETO Ontology is structured as an event-based model. The class “Event” may represent
everything that happens. The event’s context – represented by the concept “EventContext” –
discriminates the domain of the investigation, e.g. crime against person, crime against property, politic
crime, terrorism, environmental crime. Nodes of the subtree of “Event” represent types of events. Events
are related to other events in many ways (temporal, spatial, causal, etc.) and they can themselves consist
of a sequence of events.
Examples of important PREVISION-specific event types are
• special crime types
• actions in the preparation or execution of a crime
• watching a crime by witnesses / testimonies
• police counter-crime measures.
The event types as subclasses of “Event” replace the former subclasses of the removed class
“EventCategory”.
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Figure 13. Main concepts (cf. [107]).

Person
This concept represents each individual, which is relevant in the context of a crime. The "Person" class has
the subclasses "DiversePerson", "FemalePerson", and "MalePerson". Of course, the role of a person in
connection with a crime is of great importance. This is considered in the PREVISION Ontology by object
properties.
Organisation
People may be member of one or more organisations. This membership may be relevant in the
investigation of a crime. Subclasses of the class “Organisation” represent several types of organisations
(public, civil, criminal, etc.).
Place
The class “Place” and its subclasses represent all spatial areas, which may be relevant in the context of a
crime.
Equipment
All instances of objects may be part of an equipment e.g. in the execution of a crime. Instances of
equipment have to be named by biunique names. They are characterized by their kind of object.
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Time
The class “Time” and its subclasses represent all temporal aspects, which may be relevant in the context
of a crime.
Trajectory, TrajectoryPoint
The classes “Trajectory” and “TrajectoryPoint” combine place and time to represent descriptions of
movements.
Object
The class “Object” and its subclasses represent all things (which may exist physical or digital) except
persons and organisations.
Investigation
An investigation concerns an event classified as a (possible) crime.
Resource, Source
These concepts represent data sources, which are relevant for the investigation of a crime.
Evidence
This concept represents physical objects in their function as evidence of a crime.
4.2.3.2 Important attributes (Data Properties) of “Resource” and “WitnessQuestioning”
Three classification schemas are represented for describing the credibility and reliability:
•
•
•

4x4 system (used e.g. by PPM and PSNI)
UK police format for intelligence grading
Intelligence source and information reliability (cf. [108])
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Table 7. Classification schemas for describing the credibility and reliability

Classification of the source Source evaluation (UK)
(PPM, PSNI)

Reliability (Intelligence)

A: … no doubt about identity ….

1: Reliable …

Completely reliable

B: … has proven largely reliable ...

2: Untested …

Usually reliable

C: … has proven to be mostly unreliable …

3: Not reliable …

Not usually reliable

D: … is unproven and there are doubts …

Fairly reliable
Unreliable
Reliability cannot be judged

Proximity of the source for Reliability of the information Credibility (Intelligence)
information (PPM, PSNI)
(UK)
1: … personal knowledge or undoubted
origin

A: Known directly to the source

confirmed by other source

2: … source has direct access …

B: Known indirectly to the source but
corroborated

probably True

3: … from hearsay, which coincides with own
inform.

C: Known indirectly to the source

possibly True

4: … from hearsay … not yet available in this
way

D: Not known

doubtful

E: Suspected to be false

improbable
Truth cannot be judged

4.2.3.3 Most important relations between concepts
Relations between events and other concepts
Figure 14 shows the high-level relations of the subtree, which represents all possible relations between
events and other concepts (also relations between events and other events). These relations and their
sub-relations provide most of the information needed to investigate a crime. Table 8 shows selected
relations of “Event”.
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Figure 14. Relations with the domain “Event” or a subclass of “Event” (first level).
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Table 8. Selected relations with domain “Event”

Name of relation

Range

Description

hasContext

EventContext

Event context is a general characterization.

hasEventDate

Date

Date of the event.

hasEventLocation

Place

The spatial area of the event.

hasEvidence

Evidence

Reference to objects that serve as evidence
for the crime under consideration.

hasPerceiver

Person

One of the persons perceiving a certain
event.

hasResource

Resource

A resource, which is used in investigating a
crime.

involvesObject

Object

Instance of an object class involved in an
event.

Person

A Person involved in an event having an
event-specific role (e.g. thief, victim, witness,
middleman, first responder, investigator,
etc.).

isContainedInInvestigation

Investigation

The investigation concerned with a certain
event.

similarityRelation

Event

Events that have common characteristics.

Event

The chronological relationship between
events.

(with sub-properties for aural or visual
perception)

(with sub-properties)
involvesPerson
(with sub-properties)

with sub-properties
-

fromSameResource

-

haveSameContext

-

haveSameCategory

-

haveSameDate

-

haveSameLocation

-

haveSameObject

temporalRelation
with sub-properties
-

after

-

before

-

contains

-

during

-

equals

-

…..

4.2.4 The Unified Cyber Ontology (UCO)
(cf. [109], the abbr. MO/TTP isn’t explained in the reference)
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The types of information to represent can be considered as layers, with the lowest layer representing raw
information, the middle layer representing provenance, and the higher layer representing behavior
(Figure 15).

Figure 15. Layers of representing cyber-investigation information.

UCO provides an ontology that generalizes how this information is structured, and can be useful across
multiple domains, including digital forensics, incident response, and counterterrorism.
The Action Lifecycle can be used to define phases of a forensic investigation as shown in Table 9.
Table 9. Forensic processes with different phases can be represented as an Action Lifecycle (from [109])

Forensic Process #1

Forensic Process #2

Forensic Process #3

Forensic Process #4

Authorization
Planning

Planning

Identification

Identification

Notification

Preservation

Reconnaissance

Search

Incident Response

Collection

Transport & Storage

Collection

Data Collection

Examination

Preparation

Transport

Analysis

Analysis

Storage

Data Analysis

Presentation

Proof and Defense

Examination

Presentation of Findings

Archive Storage

Presentation
Proof/defense

Incident Closure

Dissemination

As shown in Table 10, the Action Lifecycle can also be used to categorize criminal activities such as a sexual
predator’s grooming of victims or a network intruder’s method of operation (e.g. kill chain phases).
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Table 10. The Action Lifecycle construct can be used to represent types of offender activities (from [109])

Grooming (Sexual Assault)

Kill Chain (Intrusion)

Victim selection

Reconnaissance

Establish trust

Development

Desensitization to sexual activity/abuse

Delivery

Maintain secrecy (persuasion/threats)

Exploitation

Arrange meeting

Configuration

Conceal evidence

Beaconing and C2

4.2.5
•

Further extensions of the PREVISION Ontology
Significant effort has also been placed on identifying complementary underlying concepts via a
data-driven process, by further analyzing the knowledge generated by PREVISION data sources.
Specifically, a large volume of Dark Web-crawled datasets, as resulted by the SPH crawling
component, has been studied in order to pinpoint new entity and relationship types that will be
required to adequately model the domain of discourse. The inspected data samples have been
found to incorporate concepts related to:Online marketplace advertisements
• Online marketplace reviews
• User profiles in forums, marketplaces, etc.
• Online forum threads
• Online forum posts
• Digital currency addresses (e.g. Bitcoin addresses)
Consequently, the newly identified concepts have been cross-referenced and mapped against the existing
knowledge representation schemas, as presented in this section, resulting in a set of complementary
notions showcased in the following RDF graphs (Figure 16 - Figure 20).
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Figure 16. Representation of an advertisement on a Dark Web marketplace.

Figure 16 demonstrates the ontological representation of metadata from a drug advertisement, as
collected by the SPH crawler. Figure 17 and Figure 18 below further elaborate on the metadata of the
vendor profile and a product review respectively.

Figure 17. Representation of a vendor profile on a Dark Web marketplace.
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Figure 18. Representation of a product review on a Dark Web marketplace.

The aggregation of the information shown in Figure 16-Figure 18 allows for complete, comprehensive
representation of collected knowledge regarding an illegal drug trading activity, enabling further
investigation and efficient application of meaningful semantic reasoning (section 4.3). Such an
aggregation is showcased in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Aggregated RDF graph presenting a drug advertisement, vendor details and a customer review.

In a similar way, the notions of online forums have been identified and modelled, including forum profiles,
discussion threads and posts (Figure 20).
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Figure 20. RDF graph modelling an online forum instantiation.

On a different note, effort has been made to investigate existing literature and apply prior experience in
modelling the domain of terrorism and threat detection on the Web, originating from previous
participations in EU-funded research projects like TENSOR26. A set of interesting concepts occur from the
modelling approach adopted by the latter [110], including:
•

Ideology: Indicates the ideological perspective of an agent. Potential instances are ethnic,
nationalist, political, religious, financial profiteering, etc.
• Radicalization Level: Expresses the level of radicalization for a person or group with values low,
medium, high, potentially high.
• Modus Operandi: Often used in criminology, this term bespeaks the mode of operating adopted
by a person or group (e.g. illegal commerce, political crime, cyber-crime, etc.)
The work presented in this section, undertaken by Catalink in close collaboration with other PREVISION
partners, has advanced concurrently with the other efforts described in this section.
4.2.6 Integration of UCO and further extensions of the PREVISION Ontology
All parts of the UCO are merged into the PREVISON ontology. UCO data properties without domain and
range are removed. The UCO class “Address” is renamed to “UCOAddress” to avoid confusion. All object
properties of the UCO are moved under the new sub-property “ucoObjectProperty” of
“owl:topObjectProperty”. All data properties of the UCO are moved under the new sub-property
26

https://tensor-project.eu/
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“ucoDataProperty” of “owl:topDataProperty”. The UCO classes “Person” and “Organization” are
removed. Their properties are added to the respective classes defined by IOSB. The UCO class “Location”
and the class “Place” of the IOSB are described as equivalent. The UCO class “Investigation” is described
as “An exploration of the facts involved in a cyber-relevant set of suspicious activity.” It is replaced by a
new class “UCOInvestigation” with the same functionality to avoid confusion. The more general class
“Investigation” of the IOSB is added as additional superclass of “UCOInvestigation”. The UCO class “Event”
is commented as “An event, mainly used for operating system events.” Therefore, it is renamed to
“UCOEvent” to avoid confusion with the main class “Event”.
The ontology proposed by Catalink has been merged into the PREVISION Ontology after changing its
namespaces to the PREVISION namespace.
Further meaningful connections between the IOSB and UCO concepts and further necessary concepts and
relations due to the use cases will be identified and integrated. The namespaces will be unified, if this is
necessary for other tools. It may be necessary in this case to rename several concepts to avoid confusion.

Application of Semantic Reasoning to LEA Use Cases
In this section we give an insight on how PREVISION is capable of meeting the end-user needs specified in
deliverable 1.1. In the following we cite the scenario description of use case: “UC2 – Radicalisation &
terrorist threat prevention” and substantiate the automatism conducted by PREVISION in each single step
of the executed LEA operation.
“Scenario: Following the invitation of the Romanian President and the Moldavian President, in July 2020,
the head of EU states will attend an international summit held at the border between Romania and
Moldavia, to debate on the pre-accession process of Moldavia to the European Union. Based on the
experience gathered during Romania’s Presidency of the EU Council and relevant intelligence assured,
mainly through the project’s data crawling and analysis capabilities, the terrorist alert level is yellow
(available information and recent events indicate that there is a general terrorist risk, possibly a terrorist
attack).”
For selected scenarios, PREVISION shall provide threat recognition aiming to detect an exceptionally high
terrorist alert level on its own in specific situations. To this end the PREVISION ontology might include the
class PotentialTargetOfTerroristAttack, which might be a superclass of some subclasses of BigEvent
among others. As an example, we could take the subclasses CampaignEvent and CelebrityVisit to
express the fact that political events and events involving famous persons are potential targets of terrorist
attacks, respectively.
Furthermore, we assume the existence of an ETL component, which regularly loads officially published
facts about official events from databases of the organisers of public events and inserts instances of
CampaignEvent, CelebrityVisit or related classes into the PREVISION RDF triple store.
Moreover, the PREVISION platform might regularly run SPARQL queries against the triple store, checking
for instances of PotentialTargetOfTerroristAttack in the background after predefined time intervals
and trigger an alarm signal once it finds some.
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“ROSPP in collaboration with MDSPP are in charge of securing the event and an integrated concept of
protection is adopted.
[...]
For securing the event, officers from ROSPP and MDSPP scan their databases for potentially threatening
individuals, with the help of PREVISION tools. After checking Razvan R., a young man from Bucharest, the
integrated PREVISION tools for extracting usable and interoperable information from heterogeneous Big
Data sources revealed that he bought on the dark web a large quantity of fertilizer using a credit card of a
Moldavian citizen, Vitalie C.”
The PREVISION RDF triple store contains statements about some people being suspicious of planning
terrorist attacks:
isSuspectTerrorism(Razvan_R, t), TerroristCrime(t), isSuspectTerrorism(...

These formal statements result from manual insertions by the LEA officers as well as from the automatic
analysis of police reports by the Deep Linguistic Analysis Component.
Another ETL component might make use of the wrapper of the Elasticsearch API provided by the Crawling
Tools Component to regularly insert information about suspicious trades from stored data crawled from
the darknet into the triple store. In the example case at hand, the statements present in the triple store
would include the subgraph
Purchase(PcFertilizer),
involvesActingPerson(PcFertilizer, Razvan_R),
involvesObject(PcFertilizer, MiracleGroBloomBooster),
Fertilizer(MiracleGroBloomBooster),
hasQuantityValue(MiracleGroBloomBooster, 10),
hasQuantityUnit(MiracleGroBloomBooster, “kg”),
isEquipmentInEvent(Equipment, PcFertilizer),
isObjectInEquipment(CreditCard1, Equipment),
CreditCard(CreditCard1),
hasOwnershipOf(VitalieC, CreditCard1)

Furthermore, the PREVISION rules file could contain the rules
Fertilizer(f), hasQuantityUnit(f, “kg”), hasQuantityValue(f, q), q > 5

⇒ Explosive(f)
Event(e), involvesObject(e, w), Weapon(w)

⇒ AbnormalBehavior(e)

Event(e), isEquipmentInEvent(g, e), isObjectInEquipment(c, g), hasOwnershipOf(p, c),

⇒ involvesPassivePerson(e, p)
Since Explosive is a subclass of Weapon and involvesActingPerson and involvesPassivePerson are
subproperties of invovlesPerson, LEA officers can query the triple store for
AbnormalBehavior(e), involvesPerson(e, Razvan_R), involvesPerson(e, p)
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to find the purchase of more than 100 units of fertilizer substituted for the variable e and Vitaly_C
substituted for the variable p.
“Following that information, a thorough check is made by the MDSPP, which found that Vitalie C. was
appearing in a crawled video from social media depicting a small deflagration that took place in Chisinau.”
Now that Vitale C. is known to be related to a suspicious activity, LEA officers feed some photos of him
into the Batch Image and Video Analysis Component of PREVISION to seek photos and videos gathered by
the PREVISION Crawling Tools for scenes showing him involved in some criminal activities.
In a first step the Face Detection and Recognition sub-modules compile all images and video scenes
showing Vitalie C. In a second step these videos are analysed by the Crisis Event Detection sub-module,
which returns a “fire” crisis event together with a start and an end time stamp.
A suitable ETL component translates the results of the image and video analysis to RDF format and inserts
them into the RDF triple store, where they take on the form
OccurrenceInVideo(OIV1), refersToVideoClip(OIV1, VideoId1), VideoClip(VideoId1),
TimeInterval(TI1), hasEventTimeInterval(OIV1, TI1),
hasTimeIntervalStart(TI1, StartTimeOccurrence1),
hasTimeIntervalStop(TI1, StopTimeOccurrence1),
involvesPerson(OIV1, Vitalie_C)

and
OccurrenceInVideo(OIV2), refersToVideoClip(OIV2, VideoId2), VideoClip(VideoId2),
TimeInterval(TI2), hasEventTimeInterval(OIV2, TI2),
hasTimeIntervalStart(TI2, StartTimeOccurrence2),
hasTimeIntervalStop(TI2, StopTimeOccurrence2),
involvesEvent(OIV2, F), Fire(F).

For checking which events or activities happen simultaneously, the rule file might contain the rule
TimeInterval(i1), hasTimeIntervalStart(i1, a1), hasTimeIntervalStop(i1, b1),
TimeInterval(i2), hasTimeIntervalStart(i2, a2), hasTimeIntervalStop(i2, b2),
max{a1, a2} ≤ min{b1, b2}

⇒ overlaps(i1, i2)
So LEA officers are interested in the result of the query
VideoClip(v),
OccurrenceInVideo(o1), refersToVideoClip(o1, v),
TimeInterval(i1), hasEventTimeInterval(o1, i1),
involvesPerson(o1, Vitalie_C),
OccurrenceInVideo(o2), refersToVideoClip(o2, v),
TimeInterval(i2), hasEventTimeInterval(o2, i2),
involvesEvent(OIV2, F), CrisisEvent(F),
overlaps(i1, i2)
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“Further investigation powered by PREVISION social media and deep linguistic analysis revealed indicators
of violent radicalisation for Vitalie C.”
Here the PREVISION jargon detection or related tools might come into play. Further details are yet to be
elaborated.
“In the meantime, officers from ROSPP and MDSPP are doing recognisance, at the summit venue, using
wearable cameras as well as the venue’s CCTV system. As the images are transmitted to the PREVISION
platform, the predictive analysis models for trend detection and probability prediction of criminal
activities, alert ROSPP and MDSPP officers that a common Facebook friend of Razvan R. and Vitalie C,
named Mircea R., was walking around the venue taking pictures every day since the announcement of the
summit location.”
For both Razvan R. and Vitalie C. LEA officers make use of the Community Detection sub-module of the
PREVISION Social Networks Data Analysis Component to compile Facebook communities of each of both
suspects:
Community(C1), isMemberOfCommunity(Razvan_R, C1),
Community(C2), isMemberOfCommunity(Razvan_R, C2), ...
Community(C3), isMemberOfCommunity(Vitalie_C, C3),
isMemberOfCommunity(Vitalie_C, C1), ...

With the query
Community(c),
isMemberOfCommunity(Razvan_R, c), isMemberOfCommunity(Vitalie_C, c),
isMemberOfCommunity(x, c)

the officers find the common Facebook friend of Razvan R. and Vitalie C. named Mircea R. among others
substituted for the variable x.
Now LEA officers program the Face Detection and Recognition sub-module of the PREVISION Image and
Video Analysis Component to search available videos taken from around the venue for one of the common
Facebook community members of Razvan R. and Vitalie C., which yields the information that Mircea R.
has been recorded by a surveillance camera near the venue within a time interval shortly before the
international summit takes place.
“Concurrently, it is found that Mircea R. attended courses organised by the Islamic State on the Internet,
in order to learn how to use firearms and explosives.”
An ETL component regularly inserts information about activities of terrorist organisations found in data
gathered by the PREVISION Crawling Tools into the RDF triple store. Among these data, there might be
the statement
Event(e), involvesPerson(e, Mircea_R), isOrganisationInvolvedInEvent(IS, e),
involvesObject(e, Gun-1), Gun(Gun-1)
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“Moreover, ROSPP and MDSPP officers suppose that there must be direct communication between the
suspects, so they place surveillance on their phone calls and data transfer.
After all the information gathered, the PREVISION platform raised an alert to ROSPP and MDSPP that the
suspects bought tickets to Iasi, and rented a house one day before the summit starts.”
Yet another ETL component might receive information from ticket counters and insert it into the RDF
triple store:
Person(Razvan_R), TravelTicket(TT1), hasOwnershipOf(Razvan_R, TT1),
hasTravelDestinationPoint(TT1, A_iasi),
Address(A_iasi), hasAddressCity(A_iasi, “Iasi”),
Person(Mircea_R), TravelTicket(TT2), hasOwnershipOf(Mircea_R, TT2),
hasTravelDestinationPoint(TT2, A_iasi)

Furthermore, the rule file could contain the logic rule
isSuspectTerrorism(suspect, tc), TerroristCrime(tc),
HasTicketTo(suspect, p), Place(p),
BigEvent(summit), hasEventLocation(summit, p)

⇒ ProbablyPlansAttack(suspect, summit)
from which it follows, that Razvan R., Vitalie C., and Mircea R. probably plan to attack the summit, which
could automatically activate an alert.
“With this lead, the officers got to the address of the house and found the three persons preparing an
attack at the summit venue. In addition, it was discovered and proved that there is direct communication
between the suspects via network steganography techniques, enabling them to covertly communicate and
to plan/synchronise their activities.
Through the advanced capabilities provided by PREVISION techniques, the situational and operational
awareness of agencies was increased and helped them to detect and counter the terrorist attack.”

Classification of Datasets Based on Machine Learning
In this section correlation and machine learning techniques will be described, to analyze vast amounts of
heterogenous data. The presented methods are able to extract patterns, correlations, hidden structures
and key elements from already pre-processed data. This will assist LEA’s to bring insights about the data
and helps in determining the real nature and key actors of a complex and fuzzy scenario. The focus in this
section will be:
• Classification algorithms based on decision trees (supervised learning)
• Clustering techniques (unsupervised learning)
• Model fitting techniques
These tools will help to discover correlated evidences to support forensic investigation.
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4.4.1 Overview
In statistics and machine learning, classification is a supervised learning practise, in which the system
learns from the supplied data input. For the learning-process, a training dataset must be provided. This
dataset consists of a set of inputs, where each input is labelled with the desired class label. The training
dataset is then used to train the classifier, where the algorithm learns a function that maps every input to
the desired class label. The classes can simply be bi-class (i.e. whether the person is male or female) or it
may be multi-class too. Finally, the trained classifier can be used to assign a class label to a new and unseen
data input. Some examples of classification problems are bio-metric identification, document
classification, classification of suspicious transactions etc. Below is a list of widely used classification
algorithms in Machine Learning:
• Linear Classifiers: Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes Classifier
• Nearest Neighbour
• Support Vector Machines
• Decision Trees
• Boosted Trees
• Random Forest
• Neural Networks
The choice of a suitable algorithm has been taken with respect to the requirement of explainability and
algorithmic transparency that is demanded from the ethical and legal perspective of the PREVISION
project. In the deliverable 8.1 [111] section 4.9 “Explainability and algorithmic transparency” transparency
is “to provide insight into the way the algorithm performs”. Furthermore “if the personal data of a data
subject is subject to automated decision-making, the subject should be provided with meaningful
information about the logic involved, as well as the significance and the envisaged consequences of such
processing”. With respect to this demand, the decision tree has been chosen, because despite its
performance, it is still easy for humans to interpret.
4.4.2 Decision Trees
A decision tree is a decision support tool that builds classification or regression models in the form of a
tree structure, as shown in Figure 21. This consists of root or internal nodes, that test for the value of a
certain attribute (“if-else questions”). The two or more outgoing edges correspond to the results of the
test which are connected to the following node. This process partitions the data into two or more
homogenous subsets containing instances of similar value, so each following child node gets its
corresponding subset of data. This procedure is repeated, until a leaf node is reached, which predicts the
outcome in the form of a classification or decision that is associated with the leaf. The final result is a tree
with one root node and a number of decision- and leaf nodes. In this way, a dataset is repeatedly divided
into smaller and smaller subsets while at the same time an associated decision tree is incrementally
developed [112].
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Figure 21. Basic structure and terminology of a Decision Tree.

Decision trees can handle both categorical and numerical data. The way a decision tree is built and the
dataset is split, depends on data itself and the chosen algorithm. In general, it is a top-down-approach,
where the major challenge is to identify at each step the attribute for the node, that best splits the set of
items. Popular metrics based on information theory for attribute selection are Information Gain and Gini
Index [113].
Figure 22 shows a simple example of a binary decision tree for classifying animals. Each node denotes a
test on an attribute, with the best predictor as the root node. Each edge represents an outcome of the
test, and each leaf node holds a class label.

Figure 22. Decision Tree for classifying animals [114].

A problem in machine-learning is overfitting. A model overfits, when it fits the training data too well,
which affects the generalization performance of the model in a negative way, when predicting new data.
One of the methods used to avoid overfitting in a decision tree is called pruning. Pruning is done after the
initial training is complete and reduces the size and complexity of the tree by removing sections in a way
that the overall accuracy is not affected too much. Another way to prevent overfitting is to keep the
maximal number of leaf nodes as small as possible.
As the pruning is a costly and difficult process requiring much experience, it is a task for an expert and
seems not a suitable task for the LEA end-user. So, diminishing the number of nodes is the much less
complicated option for addressing the overfitting problem.
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4.4.3 Workflow
The diagram in Figure 23 is intended to illustrate the following high-level explanations about the general
workflow when using this PREVISION tool.
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Figure 23. Workflow, when developing a predictor.

The process starts with the most important task: collecting a sufficient amount of raw data of any type,
which is done by the LEAs. As this can be a very difficult task, there are some points to consider, which are
mentioned in section 4.4.5.
After collecting data, the main task of feature engineering is to identify and extract meaningful features
out of the raw data, that describe an object’s important characteristics, where each feature can be either
numerical or categorical. A set of features belonging to a certain object is called a feature vector. If the
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raw data is already a table, each feature corresponds to the entry in a table column of a certain row and
a feature vector corresponds to all the entries in a row. For the supervised training process, a desired
target value is assigned to each feature during the labelling process, which is normally done by a domain
expert (LEA in this case). In terms of classification, the target value is the desired class that the featurevector is assigned to. The training dataset thus created is afterwards used for training the machine
learning algorithm., one or more feature-vectors are used for the input to the machine learning algorithm
– in this case for building the decision tree. In one iteration, the algorithm predicts the corresponding
values for each feature vector, which are compared with the actual target values by calculating a suitable
error, which is minimized by improving the model parameters. After that, a new iteration starts. This
process is repeated, until the model works satisfactorily.
If the error remains small enough, the trained model can be used as a predictor during inference to predict
new, unseen data.
4.4.4 Application in PREVISION
The classification of a dataset may be applied to a big dataset that shall be classified, which is stored in a
Microsoft Excel table, in order to assign a class to each feature-vector (table row), where the classes are
predefined by the user. A possible classification task might be the aspect if an event is suspect or criminal.
Such an event might be a bank transfer, a transport of goods, a car accident, etc. It is important though,
that the feature-vector describing the events, contains enough relevant features for the desired
classification. The features might describe the properties of the event as well as attributes of participating
persons. After the training task, there is the possibility to visualize the built-up tree in the interface in
order to understand the decision-making process. Finally, the classified dataset can be downloaded for
further processing.
The PREVISION deliverable 8.1 [111] specifies several requirements addressing the avoidance of unfair
bias in the tools and the training. With regard to the concerns expressed in 5.2.1, that "predictive policing
tools may lead to stigmatisation of people (e.g., vulnerable or minority groups and individuals) and places
(hot spots)" and datasets may have "inaccuracy, discriminatory data and results and automation bias",
the tool will not be delivered with trained decision trees. The training of the decision trees will be done
by the LEAs. As a result, the training datasets must be chosen carefully to avoid a bias due to a not
representative selection of datasets. Features describing critical personal attributes such as the affiliation
to an ethnicity or sexual orientation should be avoided if possible to prevent an ethical critical bias when
training the classifier. The decision tree tool itself has no knowledge of the semantics of the features, the
values are simply numbers or symbols to the tool. For this reason, the tool cannot recognize or warn to
avoid an ethical critical bias. The user that assembles the training dataset must be aware of it and has the
obligation to carefully select the features of the training dataset. Using bigger training datasets may
reduce the risk of unwanted bias.
The advantage of decision trees is given by the fact that a critical bias becomes very evident when checking
the visual graph of the decision tree. In that case, the choice of the training dataset can be revised to
remove the critical decision node from the tree, i.e. by removing the feature (column) from the dataset,
that contains the critical attribute.
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Figure 24. Example Decision Tree for detecting suspicious bank transfers.

4.4.5 Data Collection and Feature Selection
Because LEAs have to assemble the training dataset, there are some things to mention and questions to
address. The first question when collecting data is: How much data is enough? Unfortunately, it is not
possible to answer this question in a general way, because it depends on the task, the chosen model and
its complexity etc. Basically, the more data, the better, because it is easier not to use some data, e.g. to
prevent overfitting than to train an algorithm with too little data which causes underfitting. For example,
complex nonlinear algorithms like decision-trees may need thousands of examples per class. Furthermore,
it is important to ensure, that the collected data captures the situation in the real world, because a trained
predictor can only capture what it has “seen” in the data during the training process.
Another aspect that should be considered when collecting data is the balance of the resulting dataset. An
imbalanced data set often occurs, for example, when suspicious behaviour should be detected. Consider
a binary classification task, where an event should be classified as “normal” or “suspicious”. Figure 25
shows on the left side a highly imbalanced dataset as it appears in reality, where 99% of the behaviour is
“normal” and only 1% is “suspicious” whereas on the left side of Figure 25 shows a balanced dataset with
both 50% “normal” and “suspicious” events.

Figure 25. Imbalanced dataset vs. balanced dataset.
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In reality, the majority of the events are considered to be “normal”, which leads to dataset on the left side
of Figure 25. With such a dataset, an “algorithm” that always predicts the majority class for each input
sample, could reach a very high accuracy without having learned anything:
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
1000 + 0
=
≈ 99%
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠
1000 + 10

In this case, no suspicious behaviour could ever be detected. Some possible ways to keep a dataset more
balanced are:
• Collecting more data for the minority class
• Generating synthetic samples for the minority class
• Over-sampling of the minority class and / or under-sampling of the majority class
Selecting the right (amount) of data and features can also be very challenging and should always be taken
with care. As mentioned in section 4.4.4, the wrong contents of a dataset can cause unfair bias which can
lead to “automated discrimination and unfairness”. Some types of bias that should be considered while
compiling a dataset are [115]:
• Historical Bias: already existing bias and socio-technical issues in the world
• Representation Bias: the way a population is defined and sampled from
• Measurement Bias: the way a feature is chosen, utilized and measured
• Sampling Bias: due to non-random sampling of subgroups
• Popularity Bias: More popular items / topics appear more often than less popular ones
• Social Bias: content coming from other people affects someone’s judgement
Regarding to data in tables such as Microsoft Excel, there are some additional aspects to keep in mind:
•
•
•
•

All entries in a row should contain a value and should not be left empty or must not have a
placeholder like “-“, etc.
The datatypes of a column should be kept consistent and should not be mixed
Digits must not contain a thousand separator (dot in Europe or comma in the US) to avoid
misinterpreting the values
Commas can be commas or dots and should not be used mixed

4.4.6 Implementation
The tool is developed in Java using the open-source27 machine learning library Smile (Statistical Machine
Intelligence and Learning Engine). Smile is a fast and comprehensive machine-learning engine with
advanced data structures and algorithms, supporting different programming languages like Java, Scala or
Kotlin. It supports various data input formats [116] like:
•

27

Weka ARFF (attribute relation file format) is an ASCII text file format that is essentially a CSV file
with a header that describes the meta data. ARFF was developed for use in the Weka machine
learning software.
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